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Serving Murray and Calloway County

INSIDE:
An assessment by a
citizens watchdog
group says America's park system is
attracting a growing
number of visitors,
but suffering from
inadequate funds.
Page 7B
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SPORTS:
One of the keys for
Murray State in its
season -opener at
Southeast Missouri
Thursday night will
be preven4pg scoring by a Ois-happy
offense. Past 2B

By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

When Steve Zea, executive
director of the Chamber of Commerce, thumbs through a slim,
green booklet called "Goals for
Murray-Calloway County," he
sees more than a grab bag of
wishes.
One of the goals noted three
years ago was finding private
funding for a Special Events Center. Zea said the financial wheels
have been rolling successfully on
that project, with about $1.8 million raised to supplement $18
million from the state.

ces, as well as a lack of support
"We will not stop pushing for
from the state.
the center until the rafters begin
"We realize that we have not
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WEDNESDAY

By FILADELFO ALEMAN
Associated Press Writer

MASACHAPA, Nicaragua —
Dozens of people were missing
today after tidal waves triggered
by a powerful earthquake in the
Pacific devastated Nicaragua's
west coast, killing at least 30
people and leaving hundreds
homeless.
Officials feared the death toll
would rise rapidly.
Hundreds of people were
injured Tuesday evening by the
tidal surges that sent waves of up
to 30 feet slamming against communities along nearly the entire
coast, sweeping away homes and
boats and sending vehicles flying.
"The sea took us by surprise.
All of sudden, I was swimming
inside my own home and all my
furniture was floating around
me," said 47-year-old Socorro
Lopez, who lost two grandchildren to the surge in Masachapa, a
beach town.
photo
"This huge wave swallowed us
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CYRUS ATZALI/Led
day
house and all. Now I'll never be
e on 105 Pine Street blazed bright during Tues
The front porch and inside stairway of a hous
able to bring my grandchildren
Fire Department.
night's controlled burning by the Murray

WORLD
SVETI STEFAN, Yugoslavia
r
— Chcssmaster Bobby Fishe
had
he
said
he
spat on a letter
received from the U.S. Treasury Department directing him
not to play in a re-match
against Boris Spassky, who he
dcfe,ated in 1972 to become
world champion. Page 3A

SPORTS
NEW YORK — John McEnroe
regained his youth at the U.S.
Open Tuesday night by beating Dutchman Michael Schapers. Page 28

PERSPECTIVE
Syndicated columnist Mike
Royko Says today that if you
want to hear your wife say you
are the strongest, most decent,
most caring, wisest, healthiest
man she knows, run for president. Page 4A

WASHINGTON — Growth in
Americans' income last year
failed to keep pace with inflation for the first time since
1982. Page 2A

An earthquake
in Hurricane?
RESTON, Va. (AP) — An
moderate earthquake was
detected early today in southwest Utah near the Arizona
border, the U.S. Geological
Survey said.
Spokeswoman Rebecca
Phipps said the quake measured,5.5 on the Richter scale.
The epicenter was 10 miles
south of St. George and the
tremor was felt as far north as
Ridgefield, Utah, and as far
south as Las Vegas, Nev.
She said the USGS has
received reports of damage in
Hurricane. Utah.
The quake occurred at 4:26
a.m. (5:26 a.m. MT3back," the woman said, sobbing,
as the recovered bodies of the
4-year-old boy and 2-year-old
girl were laid out nearby.
The quake measured 7.0 on the
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Faculty Senate lead
By CYRUS AFZALI
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

BUSINESS

During his opening statement
at Tuesday's meeting of the Murray State University Faculty
Senate, the first of the 1992-93
academic year, the senate's president addressed remarks made by

FORECAST
Tonight, showers and thunderstorms likely. Low in the lower 70s. Chance of rain 60 percent. Thursday, more showers
and thunderstorms likely. High
80 to 85. Chance of rain 70
percent.

LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY LAKE
356.0, -0.1; below 303.3, +0.2
BARKLEY LAKE
355.8, -0.4; below 311.4, +4.3

INDEX
Two Sections — 24 Pages
9B, 10B
Classifieds
I 1B
Comics
11B
Crosswords
11B
Abby
Dear
78
Horoscope
-10A
8A
Murray Today
8B
Obituaries
4A
Perspective
2B-4B
Sports
10 SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916
a-•I'
Subscribers who have not
received their home -delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30
p.m. Saturday are urged to
call 753-1916 between 5:30.6
p.m. Monday-Friday or 3:30-4
p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
Regular office hours are 8
a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday; 8
a.m.-noon Saturday.

the university's top administrator.
At an opening convocation of
faculty and professional staff
Aug. 20, President Dr. Ronald J.
Kurth said "a certain lack of
mutual trust" existed based on
events of the past, some of which
he said dated from decades ago.
"Let us live up to our calling

and leave intrigue and rumors to
the scripts of soap operas," he
said at the convocation.
Senate President Ray Conklin
said the senate must maintain its
solidarity as a body and senators
should be accurate when speaking to anyone.
"Let's not lend credence to the

central administration's accusations that we deal in rumors. If
you hear a rumor, please check it
out. We must do our homework
and research and must be accurate in our data we present to
anyone," Conklin said.
Possible changes in insurance
benefits was another item that

concerned many senators.
Dr. Frank Julian, faculty
regent, who has been the senate's
representative during talks
between faculty and administration on insurance, said it's too
early to tell what will happen,
(Cont'd on page 2)
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Ethics panel kicks some
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
ASSOCilli•Ci Pr...

Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — After
hours of debate, the Task Force
on Government Ethics wound up
just short of an outright prohibition on public employees accepting anything from lobbyists or
want something from
people who
_
government.

The task force Tuesday
adopted 16 fairly broad definitions of valuable items. Details
will be left to a five-member
commission to be appointed by
the governor and confirmed by
the General Assembly.
The result was a modified version of a so-called no cup of coffee rule, which some members
insisted was a requirement for the

events and executive officers
Glasgow, warned that such restrinvolved in economic developng
ictions could make well-meani
ment activities. Details, however,
officials run afoul of the law.
will be left for later.
"I think the path we're going
The task force took all day and
us
down is going to either make
much of the night to run through
all crooks or keep us from attendrecommendations on issues
its
ing functions in our districts we
from honoraria to nepotism.
should be attending," Baker said.
The final draft of the recomThe task force also decided to
tions will come later, with
menda
create exemptions for officials
another vote scheduled.
who attend civic and community

task force to accomplish anything
meaningful.
In doing so, the task force
rejected one proposal to limit
gifts to $500 per year, providing
they are all reported.
"If we leave this as it is, then
we ought to adjourn this committee and go home," said Rep.
Louie Mack, D-Lexington.
But Sen. Walter Baker, R-
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rescind raises Whatfeat
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Gov. Brereton Jones declined a
request that he rescind a 5 percent pay raise for his top appointees, saying it would be unfair.
The Kentucky Association of
State Employees had asked Jones
to rescind the raise. The organization said the raise hurt morale
among lower-ranking employees
who didn't get one.
The raise for cabinet secretaries, their deputies and Jones'
office staff "has caused a tremendous drop in the morale" of
rank and file state workers, said
Lee Jackson, president of the
state workers organization.
"State employees arc mad.
They're outraged," Jackson said
adding that unhappy workers
phoned him about it all day
Monday.
In presenting a bare-bones
budget to the General Assembly
in February, Jones said he would
(Cont'd on page 2)
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I like this place very much I'm
in the MBA program and they
offer the classes I need. Plus, it's
not too big or too small.

ADAM GILLIAM

JOETTE BLACK

I think Murray State is great.
Here you can get things cheaper
than what it would cost somewhere else.

It was close to home and a lot of
programs were really good before
the budget cuts. I really, really
liked it the first couple of semesters I was here.

VERL TODD
I really like the scenery. It's really small and you get to know
people faster than you do at the
big schools, like Louisville and
Kentucky. The people are also
pretty nice.
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from local industry was also
"These guys were all using difcited. In the past, Chamber board
ferent advertising agencies and
members have included local
all
their marketing plans were
plant managers. Zea said that is
inconsistent. There has also been
ging as more companies
chan
a lack of supervision from the
locate their headquarters or
administrations," Zea said.
multi-district operations here.
He hopes that will all change
"These managers have become
with House Bill 89, which estaso busy running their companies
blishes a board of 11 members to
that they have lost some of their
oversee economic' policies. The
local contacts. Therefore, we
board will hire a professional
should be looking within these
staff to implement policy.
companies to find people who
—The staff will work for the
have the time to become more
board and not the next admived," said Zea.
invol
nistration. One of the main
er goal of the EDC is to
Anoth
planin
results will be continuity
ning and policies," Zea said.
t'd on page 2)
The need for more involvement (Con

Quake-spawned tidal waves
devastate Nicaraguan coast

That first step's a doozy
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The Time Has Come...
to send for the latest copy of the free
Consumer Informatiou Catalog It lists
more than 200 free or low cost govern
ment publications on topics like money,
food, jobs, children. cars, health, and
federal benefits Send your name and
address to

Communes Information Cantor
Department TX
Pueblo, Colorado e1009

Income growth lags behind
inflation in revised figures
WASHINGTON (AP) -Growth in Americans' income
last year failed to keep pace with
inflation for the first time since
1982. the government said today.

A public siinnorof U. U S Lionerai Somme AclinuustrALI
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The Commerce Department
said per capita personal income
grew just 2.4 percent to $19,092.
That was only slightly more than
half,the 4.4 percent inflation rate
registered by a Commerce
Department index for personal
spending.
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UPS Pick-Up
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Income growth last lagged
inflation in 1982, during the previous recession, and it has not
been as low in 30 years, the
department said. This is the second consecutive year that income
growth slowed from the year
before. It was 5.3 percent in 1990
and 6.5 percent in 1989.
Today's figures represent a
revision of an earlier report
released in April, when the
department said income growth
was 2.1 percent.
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Senate...

M-F 9 a.m.- it p.m. sal. • a.m.- 7 p.m. ,,un 1-5 p.m.
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CARS' WINDOWS BROKEN WHILE PARKED .
Phil Norwood, At. 1 Hardin, reported to the Murray Police Department Saturday that someone had broken a window in his vehicle was it was parked in a
lot at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. In a separate incident, Ricky Stone,
145 ARAN. Courts, reported that someone had broken the passenger window in his vehicle.

APARTMENT ENTERED, NOTHING TAKEN

Tammy Patrick, F-2 Southside Manor, reported to the Murray Police Department Aug. 29 that someone entered her apartment while she was gone.
Nothing was reported missing.

MAN ENTERS HOSPITAL WITH GUNSHOT WOUND

The Murray Police Department was summoned to the emergency room of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Aug. 29 in reference to a walk-in patient
who had sustained a gunshot wound to the foot. According to reports, upon
arrival, officers learned that Tracy Beasley, 21, 506 Beale St., Murray, had
been shot in the right foot with a small-caliber hand gun. According to the
victim, the incident occurred earlier that morning at a bar in Pans, Tenn.
Beasley told police that he was at the bar with Jody Warren and Jennifer
Rutledge, both of 309 South Fifth St., Murray, when a fight broke out. Beasley stated that he heard a gunshot and he and his friends left the area. He
said he did not know he had been shot until he was in Hazel. The Paris
(Tenn.) Police Department is investigating the incident since the crime
occurred in its jurisdiction.

Jones refuses...

Ross Insurance
Agency
783-0489

6th & Main

Sung Won Yam. 1542 Whippoorwill Drive, reported to the Murray Polies
Department Aug. 27 that she had received several obscene phone calls earlier that day.

chairman of the senate's governMAN ARRESTED FOR DISORDERLY CONDUCT
mental affairs committee, said
Cakhvell was wrested on an alcohol-related charge Sunday at the resiPaul
likely.
legislative
are
next
although changes
activity in the
dence of his mother, Hiawatha Caldwell, at 1609 Main St., by the Murray
Faculty hive been concerned session will be closely monitored.
Police Department after the woman telephoned police and reported that he
that the university may switch to He also said several area state
was causing a problem.
a plan which requires them to enators will be invited- to SHOPLIFTER ARRESTED AT LOCAL STORE
contribute toward the cost of
Oaress the senate in hopes that A 13-year-old juvenile was arrested by the Murray Police Department Moninsurance coverage. A policy of faculty concerns will receive gre- day after he was caught taking a pack of cigarettes. It was the second time
the juvenile has been caught for the same offense in Piggly Wiggly.
no co-payments was started sev- ater emphasis.
"We're not being heard as we
eral years ago to compensate for
should be. I thint we need to
small raises.
unite cloItt and be heard," he
"I don't think co-payments will
come this year. My feeling is said.
(Cont'd from page 1)
employees making over $20,000
In other business:
they will come up with 3 basic
policy for the employee only at •Drs. Steve Mark, William Fen- ask cabinet secretaries and other and only a 1 percent raise next
no. cost, but I could be wrong. nessee and Nancy Nygaard were employees making over $50,000 year. It-gave a $360 raise this
year to employees making
There has been a genuine state of elected as the senate's three at- to voluntarily take a 2 percent
$20,000 or less.
compassion shown by those large members to its executive pay cut.
It wasn't that simple, however.
But The State Journal in
working on the plan," he said. committee.
Frankfort, reported Sunday that
"We need to keep letting them •Drs. Farouk Umar, Ken Wolf The cut would have affected
Jones' top appointees last month
know that throughout the '80s, and Tommy Stambaugh were rec- retirement eligibility, so the idea
got a $292-a-month raise,
we took 1 and 2 percent raises to ognized for their service on the was dropped.
But the enacted budget proretroactive to July. That's $3,500
university's budget advisory
keep insurance," Conklin said.
vided no raise this year for a year.
Dr. James Rudolph, acting committee.

(Coned from page 1)

Need Auto Insurance?
Check with us first.

WOMAN REPORTS OBSCENE PHONE CALLS

IT'S THAT TIME AGAIN!

RAGWEED SEASON!

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

THEY MAY CALL IT HAYFEVER, BUT
YOU CALL IT MISERY.
FOR RELIEF, YOU CAN CALL:

THE ALLERGY & ASTHMA CLINIC
OF WEST KENTUCKY
RICHARD H. STOUT, M.D.

Shell
Pick 3
0-5-1
Cash Five
12-22-27-33-35

753-7451

.Piggly wig*

HIGHWAY 641 NORTH
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
DAILY POLLEN & MOLD COUNT - 800-756-4AIR

/9113tift ktOR A DAY SA1 I SIM 7114101941
SOO AUX&

HEY KIDS!

join our

Chamber...
(Coat'd from page 1)
develop more of these industry
headquarters in the community.
"When companies move -their
headquarters, their prerequisite is
the quality of life of the community. Establishing better roads and
air service, along with the university, could help to make more of
these moves to Murray a reality,"
zei said.
Recognizing that healthcare
and economic .development are
intertwined, the EDC is concerned about the potential obstacles faced by the hospital as the
facility expands and parking
becomes tighter.
"Affordable and quality healthcare is essential to attract companies. Our hospital is constantly
working to bring specialities in,"
said Zea.
Zea said it is also essential that
a four-lane highway linking
Cadiz to Mayfield follows a route
that brings it near Murray.
"It is important that we monitor the progress of that intrastate
development.. It is on a six-year

timetable and the route has not
been chosen."
The EDC has recognized that
the trend toward regional planning is an expanding phenomenon. With the rising cost of solid
waste disposal, road projects and
needed air service, Zea said
counties are being forced to pool
resources.

"In our region, you might have
to combine three counties to
come up with the population base
of Murray. How can small counties afford such things as extensive road projects and 911
enhanced service?" asked lea.
Concerning a regional airport,
Zea noted that it should be
located in the center of the region
along the 1-24 corridor. Graves
County may be the best choice,
he said.
Competition for industrial
recruitment affects, Calloway
County on a regional level.
"Because of our location,
we're up against southeast Missouri, southern Illinois and northwest Tennessee. We have to

compete with a variety of incentive packages that each state ,
offers," Zea explained.
Recognizing the decline of the
tobacco industry, the EDC plans
to work toward the development
of alternative crops as well as
exploring international markets
for tobacco. Also on the EDC list is the
need for 200 new,family homes.
"We feel this will especially be
a need with our designation as a
retirement community. Currently,
there are four or five different
subdivisions under development
or being proposed," Zea said.
One of the group's major wishlist items is the recruitment of a
high-tech industry employing at
least 500 people.
"By high tech, we mean an
industry using computer-aided
manufacturing," said Zea.
The vision the EDC has for
Murray-Calloway County goes
on, including the addition of 500
new EDC members, downtown
renovation, drug-free schools and
a 10 percent population increase
countywide.

Quake...
(Cont'd from page 1)
Richter scale, struck at 6:16 p.m.
and was centered 75 miles southwest of Managua, according to
the National Earthquake Information Center in Golden, Colo. It
was followed by two strong
aftershocks.
Fearing more aftershocks, officials evacuated thousands of people from low-lying areas today.
The quake was among the most
powerful to hit the country since
a 1972 quake measuring 6.2 on
the Richter scale devastated Managua, claiming 5,000 lives.
The Red Cross said it counted
the 30 dead in various communities and that at leasj.25- people
were missing.

Appleseed®
Junior Ecology Club
Membership
Card

It's FREE ...
our lobby and ask tor your
EE F-.--Kt Bring along a friend
• louble your fun

It's FUN ...

Relief trucks
given a break

•
a Fun-Kit with do-I-yourself
brotects a special1993 Calendar Apple
Dime-Saver, and membership card

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Trucks hauling hurricane relief
supplies through Kentucky have
been given a regulatory break.
Gov. Brereton Jones on Monday signed an order waiving certain highway taxes and permit
fees. Jones' office released the
order Tuesday.
It said motor carriers "hauling
various supplies to the stricken
area and returning therefrom"
could operate on Kentucky parkways and interstate highways up
to a width of 12 feet without buying a permit.
A carrier's normal width is 84
let. A 12-foot width permit
would cost $90 for each trip
through the state, said Sandra
Pullen, a top aide to Transportation Secretary Don Kelly.
Jones' order also authorized
waiver of a weight-distance tax
that costs Meters 4 cents a mile.

It's SMART...
As a Johnny Appleseed Club member
you'll receive special gifts for adding ,o
your sayings account Voull learn its
and tun to save
easy

Especially for kids ..
r-R.„,„ al entries toa
YMCA
805 Poplar Box 108
LOCATIONS

MAIN OFFICE-500 MIAN
AT 5TH
•NORTH BRANCHNORTH 12TH AT
CHESTNUT
SOUTH BRANCH-SOUTH
12TH AT STORY
•MSU TELLER MACHINE-CURD'!" CENTER
502-753-3231

Peoples
Bank

MURRAY,
KENTUCKY

Deadline September 14
(Received by 94442)
759-YMCA
Advanced Tickets Available

Win FDIC

The Hometown Bank
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CALIFORNIA FISCAL CRISIS ENDS

SACRAMENTO, Calif — Gov Pete Wilson signed a $57 billion budget early
today, ending the longest fiscal crisis in California history. Wilson, a Republican, signed the measure just 30 minutes after the Democrat-controlled
Legislature gave final approval to a school spending bill that he said was
essential to balance the austere, no-new -taxes budget. His signature ended
a 63-day crisis that forced California to issue IOUs for the first time since
the Depression. "The good news is, finally, we have a budget," Wilson said
"tt's a difficult, tough budget "

GOING TO WORK IN STORM-DAMAGED AREAS
too long

WASHINGTON — After criticisms that the federal juggernaut took
to creak into action, several dozen agencies ranging from the Defense
Department to the Internal Revenue Service are going to work in storm damaged south Florida. Pitching tents, tending wounds, dishing out meals
and finding jobs — the hurricane relief effort is the government's largest
logistical operation since Desert Storm. "All the red tape has been slashed
to ribbons to expedite relief, said Kathryn Gaddy of the Government Services Administration, the main supplier to federal agencies. "We won't leave
until the Job is done," President Bush said Tuesday from Homestead, Fla.,
one of the communities hardest hit last week by Hurricane Andrew.

REBUILDING AIR BASE A COSTLY PROMISE

WASHINGTON— President Bush's promise to rebuild hurricane-devastated
Homestead Air Force Base in south Florida could face a stony Congress,
whose members are sure to question such an expense when intact bases in
their own districts are being closed down. While Congress doubtless is pre-pared to vote for a variety of Entergency assistance to victims of Hurricane
Andrew, rebuilding Homestead is an idea not likely to sit well with those
whose military constituents already stand to tall prey to the Pentagon
spending ax. Pentagon spokesman Bob Hall told a news briefing Tuesday
that while an exact figure wasn't immediately available, it was expected to
cost "hundreds of millions" of dollars. Hall said the president will have to
seek "an additional appropriation" from Congress to restore the wrecked
military facility.

THE BRAIN DRAIN IN OUTER SPACE

WASHINGTON — Astronauts who journey to Mars and back may return
with less brainpower than when they left. A scientist who experimented with
rats says that outer space radiation accelerates aging of the mind. Dr. Jim
A. Joseph of the National Institute of Aging said Tuesday that the type of
radiation encountered in deep space could affect the brains of astronauts in
a way that mimics advancing age. "ft they don't figure out a way to shield
against the radiation, astronauts going to Mars could be in trouble," said
Joseph, who presented a research paper at a World Space Congress meeting. Based on his studies, Joseph said the astronauts' ability to function during their mission or after their return to Earth could be seriously affected.

THE SPITTING IMAGE OF A CHESSMASTER

SVETI STEFAN, Yugoslavia — Bobby Fischer is back from his self-imposed
exile from chess — and as unpredictable as ever. Fischer, the American
who became world champion in 1972 when he defeated Boris Spassky and
never played publicly again, was to face Spassky in a rematch scheduled to
start at 3:30 p.m today at this luxurious seaside resort. The match, sponsored by a nationalist Yugoslav businessman, has been ruled a violation of
the trade sanctions the United Nations imposed on Yugoslavia for backing
Serbian aggression in neighboring Bosnia-Herzegovina. On Tuesday, at his
first news conference since the early 1970s, Fischer spat on a letter he said
he had received from the U.S. Treasury Department directing him not to
play.

NCY
THE POWERS OF THE PRESIDE
and incumbent, is

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The state will add $200,000 to a
federal grant of $411,000 to pay
for childhood immunizations, the
state Department for Health Services said Tuesday.
The plan is to expand access to
vaccines and alert new parents to
the importance of immunizations,
a department statement said.

It's estimated that "barely
half— of Kentucky children under
age 2 have 'had recommended
shots, Dr. Rice Leach, the state
health commissioner, said in the
statement.
State health officials say
2-year-olds should have had four
"DPT" vaccinations for diphtheria, tetanus and pertussis;

ELIZABETHTOWN, Ky. (AP) from discussing it. Bland issued
— Police filed new charges the order after some lawyers
against a Hardin County woman expressed concern about pretrial
accused of conspiring with two of publicity.
her children to murder her husMrs. Stout's lawyer, Nick
band, alleging she neglected to Pearl of Radcliff, said Monday
report that her husband raped that James Stout was sexually
their daughter.
abusing his daughter and that
Complicity to commit first- likely resulted in his death. Howdegree rape was added to the ever, he denied that his client was
charges against Karen Stout, 38. involved in the death.
A criminal complaint filed by
Pearl said family members
police in Hardin District Court never filed sexual abuse charges
alleges Stout "had knowledge against Stout because they didn't
that her husband was engaging in know how to handle the situation.
sexual intercourse" with their
Mrs. Stout and her children, a
daughter and "did nothing to pre17-year-old boy and a 16-yearvent or notify authorities."
Mrs. Stout, an insurance agent, old girl, were arrested Saturday
appeared Tuesday in Hardin Dis- on charges of conspiracy to comtrict Court, Judge Steven Bland mit murder. The Stouts also had
sent the rape case to a Hardin an 11-year-old son, who has not
County grand jury to determine been charged.
A 17-year-old friend of the
whether felony charges would be
family was charged with murder
filed against her.
She was being held without in the case.
Commonwealth's Attorney Jeff
bond at the Hardin County Jail.
Bland also issued a gag order England said the three teen-agers
would be tried as adults if they
in the case Monday, prohibiting
indicted by a Hardin County
are
4the
in
case
involved
officials

0111:70
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state senator asked Tuesday for

Chief Justice Robert Stephens to

Revenue Committee also helps
write the judicial branch budget,
which affects Stephens, Philpot
noted.
Philpot, of Lexington, and Sen.
David Williams, R-Burkesville,
filed the suit in an attempt to
force the Senate to vote on three
abortion-related bills that had
been passed by the House.
The suit attempted to reverse a
century of history, claiming that
Senate rules giving committees
the power to stifle legislation violated the Kentucky Constitution,
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Brand New - Unbelievable quality in this 3
bedroom, 2,/2 bath home on 6 wooded acres.
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Make ONE Stop Do It All
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Luxurious Gatesboro home with lovely grounds
and pool. Contact the Home Team at 753-1222.

grand jury. The teens were being
held in juvenile detention centers.
James Stout, 37, was killed
with a large hunting knife outside
his home. Family members told
state police detectives that Stout
was attacked by a stranger as he
went out to close a garage door.
He dragged himself inside the
house and collapsed on a chair,
the family said. They said they
called 411 twice for an ambulance, and Stout was pronounced
dead at Hardin Memorial Hospital about an hour after the call.
One of the state police detectives, Mark Haynes, said the family's story "just seemed really
weird from the beginning."
Police allege that the friend of
the family was waiting when
Stout went into the garage.
The Stouts live near Rineyville, a rural area of Hardin County
about seven miles west of Elizabethtown. They have few
neighbors and their house and
neighborhood are probably not
places a strangcr would be lurking, Haynes said,

Windy Ledger & Times

to use QD
Judge's disqualification sought GD We are proud
newsprint.

Quality Homes From Kopperud
II

would pay tor longer operating
hours, added staff for immunizations and follow-up with families.
Dr. Clarkson Palmer, manager
of the department's communicable disease branch, said the state
had "more than sufficient vaccine available, but we need to
entice more parents to make use
of the service."

three for polio; and one for measles, mumps and rubella.
By law, children must have the
shots before entering kindergarten. Also recommended is a
series of four flu shots by age 15
months.
Leach said most local health
departments were expected to
apply for the new funds. They

Woman,children charged in murder

using the
be disqualified from the Supreme
WASHINGTON — George Bush, candidate
farFlorida,
in
victims
hurricane
help
to
handling of a lawsuit
Court's
week
this
presidency
the
of
powers
can't
the General Assembly's
mers in South Dakota and defense workers in Texas in ways his rival
attacking
of
hope to match. Bush denies any political connection to his management
_operating rules. .
--motive
his
of
regardless
But
Andrew.
-the emergency response to Hurricane
. The request by Republican
analysts say his promise Tuesday of 100 percent federal reimbursement for
Sen, Tim Philpot said a "conflict
Florida's recovery costs can only boost his popularity in a key electorala
of interest seems obvious"
state. "There's no downside to picking up the tab," said Erwin Hargrove,
that
because of Stephens' close assopolitical science professor at Vanderbilt University. Perhaps with
Florithought in mind, the Bush campaign isn't limiting federal generosity to
ciation with one of the legisla"reliably
was
he
da and Louisiana. Sen. Lloyd Bentsen, D-Texas, said
ture's most powerful members —
informed" that the president, during a visit to Fort Worth today, would drop
Taito
Senate budget committee chairjets
fighter
F-16
of
sale
billion
$4
a
to
objection
the administration's
Worth.
Fort
in
Corp.
Dynamics
man Mike Moloney.
General
by
wan. The jets are manufactured
Moloney, D-Lexington, is repPolls show Bush trailing Clinton in the battle for Texas's 32 electoral votes.
Bush today also is visiting South Dakota, where he was expected to
Stephens in a divorce
resenting
in
while
announce more government subsidies for U.S. wheat exports. And
Circuit Court,
Fayette
in
case
cotton-growing Lubbock, Texas, he was to announce federal relief for hards and
Appropriation
Moloney's
hit cotton farmers.
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Lovely hilltop view from this 3 BR, 3Va bath
home. Includes barn & 6 acres. $90's.

Classic French Provincial on 2 lots. Move in
con'dition. Call today for details. Priced at
$89,900.
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Spacious 3-4 BR home in Canterbury Estates.
Immaculate condition. $90's.

Pricejust reduced on this attractive 3 BR country
home on one acre lot. $63,900. Call 753-1222.

Quality home fresh on the market. Located on
quiet cul-de-sac. $90's. Contact Kopperud Realty
753-1222.

Beautiful remodeled country home not far from
town. Offered in the $70's. Contact Kopperud
Realty.
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Kentucky in the fall is a wonderland of scenic
color and festive celebrations. It's a time when
you can relax and unwind on a quiet lake.
Shop far and wide for arts or antiques. Or visit
charming,historic towns all across the state.
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Discover the pleasure of
autumn in Kentucky.
Call 800-225-TRIP
or send thrs coupon to:
Travel. Dept. KPN,
Frankfort, KY 40601.

lit

Send for our full-color guide to8 Great
Kentucky Weekends, with information on
Bicentennial events,regional festivals and
—
other great Kentucky activities.
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Immediate occupancy on this large Canterbury
home with rec room, living room and den.
$112,000. Call 763-1222.

Just a few yards from the city limits with all the
city amenities. 4 BR, 2 BA home, 2 car garage.
Offered at $71,900.

Addrris
City

State

Call us for a free copy. We'll be happy to help
you plan your trip. So call I-800-225-MP today.

For information on these and other listings call or come by...

753-1222
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Inner circle now in deep space
brought him the first four," said
Democratic analyst Ann Lewis.
The non-reluctance of White
House staffers to note anonymWASHINGTON — Most presTdential candidates have inner cir- ously that Bush's economic team
cles of trusted advisers. President would be the first to go conferred
Bush does too. But he's also special distant-orbit status on
acquired an outer circle — for- Treasury Secretary Nicholas
mer top aides shot into distant Brady and Michael Boskin, chairman of the president's Council of
orbit by James A. Baker III.
Advisers.
Economic
Samuel
Former chief of staff
Budget director Richard DarSkinner, former campaign Chairman would be out there too,
man Robert Mosbacher. former
except that his close, old friendRepublican National Committee
ship with Baker and perhaps his
Chairman Clayton 'Yeutter, forskill as a longtime political
staff
mer deputy White House
infighter makes him the only
chief Henson Moore — they're
member of Bush's outer circle
all circling in political outer
making guest appearances in the
space.
inner circle.
Their orbits are maintained by
Skinner was given the job of
the fact that Bush almost never
general chairman of the Republifires anyone. But they've been
can National Committee to make
put far from the source of real
room for Baker to take over as
managepower by Baker's tight
chief of staff last month.
ment of both the administration
It took, the former transportaand the campaign as White House
tion secretary and Chicago prosechief of staff.
They've got company. Most of cutor from one of the most highpressure jobs in town to a lowBush'S Cabinet is out there somepressure, largely advisory post.
whine, too.
Mosbacher, who had been
The president's comments in a
general campaign chairBush's
the
during
broadcast interview
man, was moved to the RNC last
Republican National, Convention
week as general finance chairthat he would replace much of his
man, where he will be mainly
Cabinet in a second term immediinvolved in fund raising and have
ately conferred on the entire
little say over the campaign.
Cabinet a lame-duck status even
And Yeutter, who began the
if Bush wins a second term.
year as Republican Party chair'!It's very ironic that George
man and then became White
Buili could claim he deserves
another four years by moving so House domestic-policy counselor
quickly to change the team that under Skinner, resurfaced this

By TOM RAUM

Associated Press Neese Armhole

'Where there is no vision, the people perish.'
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS, INC.

Letters to the Editor
•
Rose says reporter misquoted him
'Dear Editor:
When AP correspondent Mark Chellgren telephoned me long distance from Houston I attempted, even though 1 do not personally support Gov. Clinton, to give'him a balanced and objective assessment of
the presidential -campaign. If I did not already believe in the bias of
the ,national media, I would now have first-hand proof of it because
what he reported from our conversation in your Aug. 21 ediuon was
decidedly one-sided. In addition, his column in your Aug. 24 edition
removed any possible doubt about where he stands.
What follows is divided into two parts: what I did not say that he
did print and what I said that he did not print. The following paragraph appeared on page 2 (Aug. 21, Murray Ledger & Times): "Murray State Urriversity political scientist Winfield Rose said Bush can
accuse Congress of mucking up the country, but he would have to
acknowledge 'he allowed them to do it.— First, what follows the word
"but" is not my view. Second, I simply did not say any of it. Period.
The sum and substance of what 1 said that Chellgren did not print
was as follows. (1) The Democrats in Congress have boxed Bush into.
a corner exactly where they want him. They have pigeonholed his
legislative program for partisan advantage so they can declare him an
ineffective president. Moreover, they took advantage of his instinct to
compromise and cooperate and persuaded him to break his 1988 campaign pledge and approve a tax increase, a tax increase which they
falsely claim is the largest in history but which was large enough to
worsen and prolong the recession which; of course, they blame him
100 percent for. Thus, Bush loses on all counts.
(2) I told Chellgren that the economy is not nearly as bad as it is
made out to be. An unemployment rate of 7.7 percent, while higher
than we would prefer, is not all that bad when one considers that "full
daployrnent" is defined in -the neighborhtxxl_of 95 percent, i.e., an
unemployment rate of 5 percent. I added that the entire industrialized
world is in a recession and that our unemployment rate compares
favorably with that of other industrialized countries.
To elaborate, since 1970 the unemployment rate has-averaged 7.0
percent and has never gone as low as 4.6 percent. Between 1950 and
1970 the unemployment rate went below 5 percent three times, during
the Korean War, during the Vietnam War, and in 1956.
In the same vein. I take strong exception to my friend Dwain Mclntosh's characterization of the economy in his Aug. 22 column as "in
shambles." That not only is untrue, it is extreme hyperbole. If you
want to see an economy truly in shambles, go to Russia where they
are reaping the whirlwind of years of centralized planning and
socialism.
Dwain is wrong again when he says,"Not since the days of Herbert
Hoover has a president running for re-election found himself struggling with such an economic malaise." In 1980 when Jimmy Caner
was running for re-election he found himself struggling with an annual inflation rate of 13.6 percent! In 1980 the effective interest rate on
conventional first mortgages was 12.95 percent and the average bank
rate on short-term business loans in May of 1980 was 17.7 percent.
How do these compare with today's rates? So guys,.let's get our facts
_straight. We also should remember that low inflation is better than
"- Vow employment because more people" are affected by inflation.
We .have become a people of chronic whiners and complainers. We
have the best political and economic systems in the world which have
given more freedom and more wealth to more people than at any other
time in hktory, but because they fall short of absolute perfection we,
aided anrabetted by the media, whine and complain all the time. I am
sick of it. Back in the old days, people, thankful simply to have the
opportunity, rolled up their sleeves, loaded their few possessions onto
a covered wagon, and headed west to pursue happiness. Nowadays we
want the government to provide happiness. If today's mentality had
prevailed then, we would not have gotten far beyond the Blue Ridge
Mountains. I can see Sam Donaldson interviewing Daniel Boone now:
"Tell me, sir, don't you think the federal government should have provided you a trail through Cumberland Gap?"
Winfield H. Rose, Ph.D.
Murray State University, Murray

Singles say thanks forjamboree help

•

. Dear Editor:
'-We'd like ko take this opportunity to say a special thank you to
everyone whoNmaisted in the Singles Jamboree held recently at Ken,
like State Resort Park. Over 200 singles from at least three states
joined us for this second annual event. It was a great success and lots
of fun! We doubled last year's attendance!
We'd like to especially thank the businesses that supported our
event and made it extra special with their generous donations of supplies and bingo prizes.
: A major thank you to the contributing businesses and itraividuals
*to donated prizes for our organized games:
.11n Murray: Pizza Hut, Kentucky Fried Chicken, TVs Barbecue,
glaxiey's Restaurant, Log Cabin Restaurant, Mr. Gatti's, Taco John's,
*Donald's, Taco Bell, Mountain Valley Water, Sullivan's Par-3
Golf, Wendy's, Golden Image, Par-Tee Time Miniature Golf, Fantas:
tiC Sam's, Captain D's, Movie World, Arbys, Hardees, Pockets,
COrvette Lanes, JCPenney's, Ricks, Video Gold, Break Time Bilgirds, Dumplin's, English Farms, Cheri Theatres, Wallis Drug Store.
:In Beaton: Dollar Store, Discount Pharmacy, Marshall County Co.
Classic Film Rental, Country Inn Hair Designs, Gold Gallery, Pizan Hut, D.J.'s Family Music Show (thanks Ronecca!)
':5n Drafferiville: Clay Campbell's Opry Show (thanks Clay!), Magiiip's Jungle Golf.
-.5n Hardin: Cut-Mart, Gateway Video, T&T Store, Little Giant
"Offocerf•
in Aurora: Baien'Bullets, Belew's Dairy Bar, Harrington's Store,
illishing Well, Pizza Magic, Holiday Restaltrant, Sue.-.1 Charlie's,
General Store, Hitchin' Post, Sundance Video, Beauty Salon, D's
• Shirts'n'Thinp. Marquis's Restaurant.
We would also like to extend a family thank you to the committee
Illenben who made this event well organized through their dedication
led bard work. An mom special thank you to: David Folwell, Daytha
:.1:11111nd, Barbara Taylor, Charlene Birdsong, Irene Henson, Jane Gar:10d, Janice Turner, Kathy Higgiabotham. loess Black. Jeannie Key,
:Why Hamm, issues Reaming, Peggy Ronchetti, Lynne Johnston.
*Odra Canna. Lima Manisa, and Curtis Roach. You were a pleailph ft wort with, Your wort is appreciated not only in this event but
OydrYdaY1
•_-•' If you matbra are simile mid you've sever attended our group, you
Opirt know what you am saisaiegt
e•
• .
Pas rows. Broods Moore, Mork Oodoad
Sighs OrpoSatimial Society

week as deputy campaign chairman in charge of surrogate programs, for people campaigning on
behalf of the president.
It was a relatively low-wattage
post for the former agriculture
secretary and U.S. trade
representative.
e, meanwhile, was given
Xi 1;job in the White House.
a:
Many less-prominenj. Bush
aides have been moved to new
positions to make way for the
management team Baker brought
with him from the State Department — and to mesh with his
management style.
One of the problems Baker
faced was that his predecessors
had placed layer atop li.yer of
managers at the White House and
he had to figure out some way of
peeling them back, said Eddie
Mahe, a GOP consultant and frequent Bush campaign adviser.
"It became difficult for clear,
crisp execution or message development. Baker is a very skilled
manager who understands the
risk of doing that and he wasn't
going to let it happen .again,"
Mahe said.
But isn't creating new jobs for
the former aides just another
form of layering? "That's not
layering — that's out of the
,
loop," Mahe said.
Baker has moved, in his slightly more than a week in office, to
consolidate authority in fewer
people. He has cut back attendance at daily staff meetings to

only a handful of campaign and
White House officials.
And his stamp can be seen on
almost every action the president
has taken over the past days —
including Bush's primetime
address to the nation Tuesday
night on hurricane relief
activities.
Giving people fancy titles but
less responsibility is a common
practice in business as well as in
government. Bush has used it
more than most — even before
Baker.
For instance, John Sununu was
given the title of Counselor to the
president for several months last
winter...after he was moved aside
as chief of staff and before he
established himself in the private
WW1%
"It's decent to look out for
people whose help you requested
recently. Bush doesn't like being
cruel to people," said Thomas
Mann, an analyst of government
affairs :11 the Brookings
Institution. I
And if the new jobs seem less
prestigious to the members of
Bush's outer circle than the ones
they once held, they can take
comfort in the fact that Baker
himself might be feeling the same
pangs.
After all, he used to be secretary of state. And it is no secret
he'd probably rather still be.
• • • •
(Tom Rause covers national politics for The Associated Press.)
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Wives see hubbiesfor what they aren't
After listening to Barbara Bush
talk about her husband, I asked
the blonde: "What would you say
about me?"
"What do you mean?" she said.
"Well, Barbara Bush just publicly stated that her husband is,
and I quote: 'The strongest, the
most decent, the most caring, the
wisest and, yes, the healthiest
George?
man I know.'"
So this morning I took a brief,
"I heard her," said the blonde.
"So, those are very nice things informal poll of some married
women. Here were their comfor a wife to say about her husband. And I'm just curious about
ments. (1 have omitted their
what you'd say about me."
names for the sake of maintaining
l y Values.)
Famiiie
She thought for a while and
.•
ought to quit smoking."
said: "I guess I would say you are
reasonably clean."
"He doesn't beat me. He's a
After a long silence, I said: "Is good provider. He doesn't drink
or gamble. He showers once a
that all?"
day and keeps his toenails
she
and
furrowed
Her brow
said: "It takes only one nudge to clipped. He's kind of a boring
guy, but he's a good egg with a
make you stop snoring."
Then she brightened and said: good heart and he puts up with
"Oh. I forgot. I'm always sur- my crap."
"I haven't seen him drunk in a
prised at how well you cook
month. Another month and it's an
when you have to."
"That's it? What about my all-time record."
"He's really cute, but he takes
other qualities?"
. She said, "Do you want any- the covers and I hate that. I can't
thing from the kitchen?" and left stand that. And when he's really
crabby, he makes the dog get off
the 100111.
the bed."
I suppose that wasn't bad: I'm
"There's this male trait. He
clean, nudge-friendly and handy
says he's going to dci the dishes
in the kitchen.
But her response amused my and you assume that means washcuriosity. What do other women ing the dishes, maybe drying
say about dieir huiban‘? Are them and putting them away and
they the wises, the most decent, cleaning the countertops and
die most win. die :Ironical and stove. But, no, he just washes the
the boakMoot men they have over dishes and die ketches still looks
known, as Barbara said of awful. But he mixes a great

drink."
"What I would say about my
husband would depend on
whether it was before a national
audience Or at a tavern. It would
also depend on whether he yelled
at me. Then I'd say all kinds of
mean stuff. But, in general, he's
smart and a har4 worker, but he's
got a bad tem r."
"He's a good golfer. I don't
play the game myself, but I
assume he must be good because
he spends half his life practicing
or playing. If he put in that kind
of energy at his work, he
wouldn't have been stuck in the
same. job all_ these years,"
"I think his finest quality is
that he doesn't waste his mind
watching a lot of trash on TV.
Actually, he sits down every
night and turns the set on, but in
ten minutes he falls asleep and
that's it for the evening lies not
the most exciting guy in the
world but at least he doesn't hang
out in bars. It's hard to sleep on a
bar stool, I guess."
"He's faithful. I'm sure he has
never even looked at another
woman. Maybe that's because
when we got married. I told him
.•

that if he ever did, I would wait
until he was sleeping, then I
would slip an ice pick between
his ribs. And he dresses well
because I buy all of his clothes,
or else he'd look like a bum on
the street."
"He's good at yard work."
"Yes, I heard Barbara Bush's
speech. And my husband is the
most caring man I know, too. He
cares about the Cubs, the Bears.
the Bulls, and every other stupid
ports show on TV. Even bass
fishing. He's big but I can't say
that he's the strongest man I
know because I've never seen
him lift anything heavier than a
beer can and Ihe channel
switcher."
"He is nice to my cat. I don't
think he likes the cat, but he pretends that he does to please me.
That shows that he is a decent,
caring person. So I wonder why
the cat doesn't like him. Maybe
he's mean to the cat when I'm
not around. That,'s the thing
about- marriage. Do you really
know someone?"
This made me feel a lot better
abouebeing a mere clean, nudgefriendly cook.
And it appears to confirm what
I suspected. If you want tO hear
your wife say you are the
strongest, most decent, most Citing. wisest and healthiest man
she knows, here's bow you do it:
Run for president.
And get yourself about 20
points behind' in the polls..
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Closed Wednesday
Sale Starts Thursday

Sealy Health-Flex

Oak Ball & Clawfoot Table

Triple Dresser
Mirror
Headboard
5 Drawer Chest

With 4 Oak Chairs
Extra Chairs
Also Sale Priced

Solid Pine

Daybed
Complete
With Mattress
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MIAMI INDIAN
BINGO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield

Nader says research can save shoppers money
By DIANE DUSTON
&seeable/ Paws Writer

4

WASHINGTON — These
days, says Ralph Nader, it's not
enough for buyers to beware:
they also need to be savvy to
keep from getting ripped off.
And they need to, know when
to Just say no.
•'Vendors are bnlliant at psyching out what category they are
going to put you in," he said at a
news conference Monday to
promote "The Frugal Shopper,"
a new publication from his nonprofit organization.
The gap between what the seller knows and what the buyer
knows has grown markedly-since
pre-Civil War day's, he Said.
It wasn't too hard to tell
whether the general store owner
was selling quality brooms, hammers or nails. But getting the best
huy on the appliances and electronics In tildav's market takes
research
It's worth it, though, Nader
said "When you save money in
the marketplace, it's equivalent to.
giving yourself. a raise.''
His book, co-authored by
lawyer and consumer activist
Wesley J. Smith, gives advice on
shopping for essentials like insurance, automobiles, contractors,
credit, banking, lawycit:-.Utilities,
food, doctors and housing.
The idea is to educate consumers so they'll make demands that
will improve the overall quality
of goods and service in the marketplace. Nader said.
Taking the time to shop wisely
saves inoney that can be put to
better use on leisure and educational activities, he said.
"It's very 'important to gen-crate-an aura oLbeing serious. and
steadfast" when you shop, he
said. When you get what you pa
for, you spend less time frustrated by auto dealers, hospitals,
insurance agencies and other service providers.
Start by getting service contracts in wnting. Nader said. But
if someone tries to sell you an
extended service agreement on a
product with a warranty, be skeptical about the qualitv of the product. The warranty should cover
the service.
Bob Hunter of the National
Insurance Consumer Organization
appeared with Nader and had
some simple advice for saving
money on insurance: "Don't buy

what you don't need."
He said moat childless, single
people can do without life insurance. If you have an older model
car, you probably don't need collision insurance.
The only insurance People
really need is health insurance.
Hunter said. But even that could
be reduced in price by raising the
deductible.
Michael Jacobson, executive

WASHINGTON (AP) —
Here are some tips from Ralph
Nader's "Frugal Shopper" on
what not to buy*Credit cards with 18 percent
interest rates when there are
ones with 12 percent available.
*Credit card insurance: price is
high, benefits tow,
• lawyer who's not an expert
in your specific area of need.
*A doctor who won't accept
the assignment from Medicare.
•A loan with a prepayment
penalty.
*Service contracts. If the warranty isn't good enough to
protect you, the product is
probably shoddy.
*Banks that charge for automatic teller services. These
services lower labor costs for
banks. Why should you pay
more?
*Real estate agents who will
not negotiate a commission.
•A house that you have not
had inspected professionally.
•A car with a poor occupant
injury history.
*Gasoline-saving devices that
don't work. Contact the
National Technical Information Service in Springfield.
Va., for details on then
devices.
*Overpriced long-distance
yboae service. Compare the
programs ot an the carriers
before deciding.',
*Energy -inefficient appliances.
Bad for -your poc.k.etbook. bad
for the environment.

-
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Hello
Stranger!

,
.A.

•

Searching for ar1S1V11ri 10
questions
thin* who
about your new bit'?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative its myjob to help you
914 over thii hurdliis of bong a
naiivoornor
By bringing you some useul
gills. Community into. Advice on
,rsliable business in your now
neighborhood. And morn Coil

a

director of Center for Science in
the Public Interest, which concentrates on food and -health policy, was on hand to advise on saving food dollars.
Don't eat out so much or buy
so much meat and processed
foods, he said. Buy store brands
instead of the leading brands and
learn how to store food properly
to avoid spoilage and wasted
dollars.

The ,mactplace may be more
complex than days gone by, but
there's an- old adage that still
rings true, says Nader: "A penny
saved is a penny. earned."
• • • •
Shopper can be
Frugal
(The
purchased for $10 from Nader's
non-profit organization by writing The Frugal Shopper, P.O.
Box 19367, Washington, D.C.,
20036.)

Every UMW a Monday
, DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weakly Specials *

247-8537

To report local news: 753-1916
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Industry efforts to curb children's smoking fails
In a second study, DiFranza
concluded that an industry campaign portraying smoking u an
adult activity actually encourages
children to smoke by making
smoking appear to be a desirable
"forbidden fruit"
The studies are the latest in a
series by DiFranza on the promotion of cigarettes to children. He
is a member of the Department of
Family and Community Medicine

laws banning cigarette sales to
children, which does curb teen
smoking, said Dr. Joseph R. DiFranza, a chief author of two new
studies on the subject.
In one study, DiFranza
reported that a Tobacco Institute
campaign aimed at retail stores
and called "It's the Law" did
almost nothing to discourage
stores from selling cigarettes to
children.

By PAUL RAEBURN
Associated Preis faience &Mei

NEW YORK — Two tobacco
industry campaigns to discourage
cigarette sales to children are
ineffective and one actually
encourages youngsters to smoke,
a researcher said Monday.
The tobacco industry devised
the campaigns to try to head off
tougher police enforcement of

'A.

at the University of Massachusetts Medical School in
Worcester.
The director of the federal government's Office on Smoking and
Health said DiFranza's studies
were solid and "hit at the heart"
of the industry's youth
campaigns.
"The tobacco industry has a
vendetta against him because of
the power of what he's publish-

ing." said the director, Michael
Eriksen. Earlier this year, DiFranza was forced by a judge to
turn over notes and correspondence from a study to the R.J.
Reynolds Tobacco Co.
The "It's the Law" campaign
involves the distribution of literature and signs observing that
sales of tobacco to children aie
illegal, DiFranza said.
He found that 86 percent of

Prices Good
Wed., Sept. 2
Thru
Tues., Sept. 8
*We accept U.S. Govt.
Food Stamps and W.I.C.
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Del Monte
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Colonial Fresh Bake Brand
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Eckrich All Varieties

Smoked Sausage
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Pimento Cheese
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still low in number
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stores participating in the program sold cigarettes illegally to
children, compared with 88 percent of the non-participating
stores.
"My feeling is they created the
'It's the Law' campaign to have
something to take to local officials and say 'you don't have to
regulate sales to minors because
we're doing it ourselves," DiFranza said.
The study appears in the September issue of the American
Journal of Public Health, to be
published Tuesday.
The Tobacco Institute said
DiFranza has 'distorted the industry's intent because he's set on
putting the tobacco industry out
of business.
"We're out there with free
program materials, working with
organizations," said spokeswo.man Brennan Dawson. "We are
trying to make a difference."
Another Tobacco Institute
program called "Tobacco: Helping Youth Say No" is "clearly
designed to encourage tobacco
use," DiFranza said in another
report that appeared last month in
The Journal of Family Practice. .
He said the,tobacco program is
similar to other drug abuse prevention programs that inadvertently ,.increased drug abuse,
according to the latest research
data.
"The program's central theme
is decision making," DiFranza
said. "Children are encouraged
to make a mature decision about
smoking.
"Scientific studies of this
approach have shown that children exposed to this format 'are
more likely to smoke, to use
alcohol and to use drugs than
children who do not receive any
education at all."
Dawson called the assertion
"absolutely ludicrous."
—To suggest that talking to
children actually makes them do
it is counter to the research that's
been published," she said.
Eriksen countered that "the
tobacco industry's claims are all
unpublished. They haven't published any literature in the scientific press to refute his (DiFranza's) work, and that's the normal
method."
DiFranza said studies now
show that tough police enforcement of laws banning cigarette
sales to children can, in contrast
to the industry programs, have a
dramatic effect on children's
smoking.
A trial of a strong enforcement
program in Woodridge, Ill., produced a sharp drop in sales to
minors and a 50 percent. drop in
the teen-age smoking rate,
researchers reported in
December.
In Decembtr, DiFranza did a
study on the "Joe Camel" cartoon ads that drew the subpoena
from R.J. Reynolds.
He was forced to give the
tobacco maker all notes and private correspondence related to
the study. The journal Science
described the subpoena as a
"researcher's nightmare." The
subpoena was based on a lawsuit
in which DiFranza had no part,
except that his study was
mentioned.
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CHICAGO (AP) — The percentage of women graduating
from U.S. medical schools rose
steadily in the past decade, but
blacks and Hispanics have shown
little gain, according to a study
published today.
Women accounted for 25 percent of medical school graduates
10 years ago and 36 percent last
year, according to the study in
the Journal of the American Medical Association.
A decade ago, minorities made
up 16.1 percent of the nation's
first-year medical students. Last
year, they were 29.8 percent, but
most of the improvement was
among Asians and Pacific Jslanders, the study found.
They accounted for 5.1 percent
of the freshman class- in 1982-83
and 15.9 percent last year.
The numbers of blacks and
Hispanics increased only slightly,
according to the study headed by
Dr. Harry M. Jonas, AMA director of undergraduate medical education. Total enrollment at U.S.
medical schools was 65,539 last
Year.

March of Dimes
We deliver small miracles
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MURRAY TODAY
Day Cain' held by First Ba 'fist Church

P.E.O. meets

'11* •

Chapter M of the P.E.O. Sisterhood met Saturday, Aug. 15, at
10 a.m. at the home of Mrs. Jack
Belote.
"Show and Tell Our Personal
Heritage" was the theme of the
program directed and presented
by Mrs. Robert Wright.
Each member brought a family
memento or photograph- that
meant something to her and told
of the history and story behind it.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Belote. assisted by Mrs.
4 arrie Clark.
The next meeting will be
Saturday. Sept. 19, it 4:30 p.m.
at the lake home of Mrs. John
Fwomey. This Will be a potluck
'social with B.I.L.s or other
guests.

"

40'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor

Calloway County Fire-Rescue Squad will have its first Little Mr.
and Miss Fire and Rescue Pageant on Saturday. Sept. 26. Registration
will start at 8 a.m. with the pageant to begin at 9 a.m. Only Murray
and Calloway County boys and girls between the ages of 0 to 12..can
compete. There will be a Little Mr. and a Little Miss Fire and Rescue
crowned. All proceeds from the pageant will go bat* into the community. For more information and age groups, call Jana Barnett at
753-0137.

Janus Sunday planned at St. John's
St. John's Episcopal Church it planning a Janus Sunday, a time for looking forward and looking back. Janus Sunday celebrates the first evening
prayer meeting held in October 1955. Jands Sunday will be Oct. 25 with a
special service, potluck lunch and time for fellowship of present and former
members. The church is trying to contact former members in town or ones
who have moved away. If anyone has names and addresses of former
members, please call St. John's at 753-6908.

Bridal

Gospel Singing at Mt. Horeb
Atzszt loom & Scott Ematfish
team Proffitt e: leidf '44444
Lain c Loweii Same "Ii4p
*lame Ostrom 6' Grg Mile
Von
Chruti ai e•
'ion; Xpoank e Dori Nouvari
Elam Kprl e- 3rd Sthroader
Ayela 'Usher & Wtm jackpot
Rom %erne 6, Um iStcon
eAlbs
Lon }touts &
lalams Morton ey Todd Grattan
Neussa Paster & Barry Podia'
5Veby
Lee Cooper &
DimoA 'look & *pay Comes
Sherry Mom 0- UM Slavart
'Trism• staiviaio ry Whale Adam

Day Camp for children between the ages of 4 to 6 was held by First Baptist Church. Sessions were at
the church and at Murray-Calloway County Park. This was the 11th year for the day camps directed
by Joetta Kelly, mieister of Preschool and Childreo at the church. She was assisted by the Rev. G.T.
Moody, the Rev. R.P. Hodge, Linda Stalls, Rhonda Roberts, Steve Littlefield, Benji Kelly, Jennifer
Wright, Jeremy Settle, Kimberly Stalls, Michelle, Julie King, Derek Plummer, Jared Plummer, Jon
Bell, Ginger Crouch, Heather Wright, Tina Cooper, Traci Walker, Jamie Walker, Kellie Williams
and Cathy Hopkins. Campers were Jamie Stinett, Carlin Courtney, Brian Talley, Morgan Williams,
Kim Culp, Brent White, Andrew Taylor, Nocole Darnell, Christopher Cornett, Joshua Cornett,
Whitney Sears, Heather Kohr. Kathryn Stalls, Catherine Skinner, Kayla Cooper, Jonathan Chapman, Jared Tubers. Rusty Smith. Clayton Smith, Ryan Cobb, Bobby Lewis, Betsy Inman, Angela
Earwood, Ryan Walls, Connie Garrison. Elizabeth Jetton, Jonathan Hodge, Rachel Oakley, Chelsea
Sears, Kayla Hurt and Cindy Blalock. Named as campers of the day were Elizabeth Jetton, Ryan
Cobb, Morgan Williams and Brent White. Named as Camper of the Week was Brian Talley.

Wednesday, Sept. 2

Wednesday, Sept. 2

Wednesday, Sept. 2

National Scouting Museum/9
a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Oak Grove Baptist Church pray- Memorial Baptist Church events
er meeting and Young Peoples'', include prayer service/7 p.m. and
C1assf7:10,p/m.
Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.
lier1 i1111/0$3
11.„ I. •

12058 Chestnut'753.1851

Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p.m.

IN CONCERT

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.

First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Youth Club
Training/6:30 p.M.; Chancel
•
Choirf7:30 p.m.

Grace Baptist Church events
include Preschool King's Kids,
Children's Kid's Klub, Youth
Bible Explosion, College Career
Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.

South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church In-Home
Group/7 p.m./home of Doug and
Vicky Crafton.

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:30 a.m.:
Fellowship Supper/5:30 p.m.; SS
Leadership _meeting/6 p.m.:
Library open/6:1 5 p.m.;
Klaymata/6:30 p.m.; Prayer
meeting/6:45 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choirr7:45 p.m.

Bible classes/7 p.m /Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

Acappella Vocal Band
Thursday, September 3
7 p.m.

res

Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University

Acappella Vocal Band in concert
Acappella Vocal Band will be in concert at Lovett Auditorium,'Murray
State University, on Thursday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. Tickets will be $3 each and
may be purchased in advance at Baptist Student Union, New Life Christian
Center and First Baptist Church. Keith Inman, director of Baptist Student
Union at Waldrop and Chestnut Streets, Murray, sponsor of the event, urges
the public to attend this concert by this vocal band. Tickets may be purchased at the door the night of the concert.

Garden Department plans luncheon
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open the new
dub year with a salad buffet luncheon on Thursday. Sept. 3, at noon at the
dub house. The presentation of the annual horticulture scholarship by the
department will be made. All members are urged to attend, according to
Mary Wells, department chairman.

CALENDAR
_

A gospel singing will be at Mt. Horeb Freewill Baptist,Church on Sunday,
Sept. 6, at 8 p.m. The Soul Stirrers of Clarksville, Tenn., will be the featured
singers. The public is invited to attend, according to a church member.

First Christian Church events
include Evangelism Committee/
noon at Pagliai's and Chancel
Choir!) p.m.

(Cont'd on page 9A)

S leakers for Toastmasters

Local church plans rummage sale
Murray Seventh-day Adventist Church will have a rEimmage sale at the
former Hendrick's Grocery near the corner of Highway 121 South and Glendale Road on Thursday and Friday, Sept. 3 and 4, and Sunday and Monday,
Sept. 6 and 7. No sale will be on Saturday because of church services. This
will be to augument funds for building a new church on the present site at
South 15th and Sycamore Streets, Murray. Pastor Luther A. May is calling
not only church members but the general public to "go through garage, attic,
basement and storage buitdin4s and donate any useful articles which are of
no further service to you. For more information call 753-3589, 753-0835,
436-2310, or 436-2432.

DES sponsoring fundraiser
Murray-Calloway County Disaster Emergency Services (DES) Rescue is
sponsoring a fund-raising project to raise funds to upgrade equipment. During this period, a person with a letter of authorization from Kenneth Reynolds, chief of the local DES unit, will call on local residents to thoroughly
explain the project. The unit asks all residents to support the project his year
as they have done in the past.

Young Actors Guild trip planned
Playhouse in the Park has planned a trip for all Young Actors Guild members to see 'The Tempest' at the Horse Cave Theatre, Horse Cave. The
play is directed by Liz Bussey, former executive director of the Playhouse in
the Park. Members will meet at 9 a.m. on Sunday, Sept. 6, in the parking lot
of the Playhouse to depart. They will see the Sunday matinee performance
and spend the night at Horse Cave. The group should return at 5 p.m. on
Monday, Sept. 7, at the Playhouse parking lot. Members will neat to bring
approximately $50 for the cost of the play, hotel and meals. If you want to
go or. would like to chaperone, call Rob Carpenter, YAG president, at
753-9554, by Wednesday. Sept. 2.

Poultry meeting Thursday

Tickets -

Kentucky Contract Poultry Growers Association's Board of Directors will
meet Thursday, Sept. 3, at 7 p.m. The purpose of the meeting will be to
report qn interorganizational activities. Contract poultry growers are urged to
attend •ftrnmunicate ideas. Persons may contact any of the following board
members for location: Kenny Imes, 753-3113, John Pennington,
1-527-1015, Alan Adams, 1-382-2510, or Marshall Dennis, 1-335-3388.

For more information contact MSG' Baptist Student Union • 753

MMS Back To School Night Thursday
Murray Middle School will have Back to School Night for Grades 5
through 8 on Thursday, Sept. 3, beginning at 7 p.m. All students and
parents are invited to attend, according to Pat Seiber, principal.

Redistricting Committee to meet
Calloway County Redistricting Committee will meet Thursday. Sept. 3, at
5 p.m. in the office of Calloway County Board of Education. All interested
persons are welcome to attend, a committee member said.

Lake-Land service's scheduled
re711
Recent speakers at a, meeting of Purchase Toastmasters were,
from left, Charlie Blair, Ethel Jackson and Mary Jo Little. The
purpose of Toastmasters is to provide a positive ebvironment for
the development of and training in public speaking and listening.
For more information about Purchase Toastmasters, call Pamela
Dawn, 753-7638.
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Ladies Dress and Casual Shoes

$1195 e 9495 pr.
Life Stride
Connie
Fashion Flex
Fanfare
Citie Sidewalks
DeLiso
Naturalizers

FACTORY DISCOUNT
SHOES
100 B. 5th St. • 753-9419

Special services will be at Lake-Land Apostolic Church, located on North
16th Street Extended at Utterback Road, Murray, starting Thursday, Sept. 3,
through Sunday, Sept. 6. The Rev. Jackie Mathis of Dawson Springs will be
the guest speaker for services at 7 p.m. on Thursday. Friday and Saturday
and at 6 p.m. Sunday. The Rev. James H. Cain, pastor, invites the public to
attend. For information call 759-1602.

Oak Grove plans homecoming
Oak Grove Cumberland Presbytenan Church, located on Magness and
Oak Grove Church Road, will have its homecoming on Sunday, Sept. 6. The
church has been established for over 114 years. Fellowship will begin at 10
a.m. Guest speaker for the 11 a.m. service will be the Rev. Hillman Moore
who was Pastor from Juno 1953 to September 1954. A noon meal will be
served. Starting at 2 p.m., the afternoon will be spent in a time of remembrances, special music by former Oak Grove singers, and a video history.
The public is invited to attend.

Grogan reunion will be Sept. 6
The descendants of the late Dick Grogan and Adeline Stubblefield Grogan will have a reunion on Suntay. Sept. 6, in the basement of the University Church of Christ. A polltusal will be served at noon.

Women's Self Defense workshop planned
Rape Victim Services and Chuck Robertson of Kentucky State Police will
present a Fres Women's Self Defense Workshop. This workshop will offer
basic safety tips for women of all ages (No men will be allowed at this training) The workshop will be Thursday. Sept. 17, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. in
Room 500, Faculty Hall, Murray State university. For MON information call
753-5777.
r

Pageants planned on Sept. 19
Pageants for 'America's Most Beautiful Baby' for ages 0 to 23 months
•Amenca's Most Beautiful Little Miss' for ages 24 months to 7 years. *Most
Handsome Mr.' for ages 2 to 4 years, and 'Model of the Year- for ages 8 to
19 years will be held Saturday, Sept 19, at Kentucky Oaks Mall, Paducah
Forms we available at the mall information desk or call 1-442-5472
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MissionsFest scheduled at church
A festival of foreign missions
will take place Sept. 11-13 at
Lexington.
MinionsFest is expected to be
a spectacular event highlighting
the sights, sounds, smells. Mates,
people and places which make
-current foreign missions a thrilling, action packed project of
Southern Baptist Convention
Foreign Mission Board.
The celebration, to be at
Immanuel Baptist Church, 3100
Tates Creek Rd., and jointly
sponsored by Kentucky Baptist
Convention and Foreign Mission
Board, is expected to draw at
Just 3,000 participants and is
especially directed to- church

DeMoulin
baby born

1
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1111100
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Day Camp for children between the ages of 7 to 10 was held by First Baptist Church. Sessions were
at the church and at Murray-Calloway County Park. This was the 11th year for the day camps
directed by Joins' Kelly, minister of Preschool and Children at the church. She was assisted by the
Rev. G.T. Moody, the Rev. R.P. Hodge, Linda Stalls, Rhonda Roberts, Steve Littlefield, Benji Kelly,
Jennifer Wright, Jeremy Settle, Kimberly Stalls, Michelle, Julie King, Derek Plummer, Jared Plummer, Jon Bell, Ginger Crouch, Heather Wright, Tina Cooper, Traci Walker, Jamie Walker, Kellie
Williams and Cathy Hopkins. Campers were Jacob Caddas, Michael Swain, Catherine Settle, Jeremy
Hodge, Carley Faughn, Walt parrisson, Jonathan Hedges, Taylor Narewski, John Wall, Courtney
Crook, Ellen Gingles, Bryon Furches, Ashley Futrell, Bryan Hokpkins, David Purcell, Kori Tabers,
Geremy Harper, Nicolas Garvin, Michael Garvin, Heidi van Ameringen, Chelsea Sears, Ashley Noffsinger, Jenny Davenport, Julie Davenport, Jody Hampton, Mary Phoenix McCubbin, Marshall
Welch, Angie Rader, Kevin Cunningham, Adrianne Huffine, Megan Haverstock, Austin Swain,
Richard Blalock, Jason Chapman, Chad Culp, Matt Oakley and Mitch Woods. Named as campers of
the day were John Wall, Nick Garvin, Catherine Settle and Jody Hampton. Named as camper of the
week was Angie Rader.

a

DR. STUART A. NAULTY
DR. MARY BOLTON

Mr. and Mrs. Donald Frank
DeMoulin of Buchanan, Tenn.,
are the parents of a daughter,
Andrea Marie DeMoulin, born on
Monday, Aug. 24, at Henry
. County Medical Center, Paris,
Tenn. The baby weighed six
pounds nine ounces. The mother is the former Debra Ann Bruce.
Grandparents are Frank DeMoulin and the late Wilma DeMoulin
of Illinois, and Robert and Joyce
Bruce of Buchanan. A greatgrandmother is Mrs. Agnes Batts
of Buchanan.

Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Hours Monday. thru Friday (9-5)
Wednesday until 7:00 p.m.
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

Shop Murray's Pier 1
now thru Saturday afternoon
for all your home decorative
accessories, bridal gifts and
wicker and rattan furniture.
We will be

AR
CALEND
(Cont'd from page 844)
Wednesday, Sept. 2
Overeaters Anonymous/Ellis
Community/beginners/5:15
p.m./regular/5:30 p.m.

tO

Thursday, Sept. 3
TOPS KY #469 Murray Chapter
of Taking Off Pounds Sensibly/6
p.m. and 7 p.m./Chamber of
Commerce building.

Registration for Youth Baseball
Association's fall instructional
league/ 3 : 3 0 - 6
p.m./Dennison-Hunt Sporting
Goods. Info/753-5691.
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Pictured are some of the singles at the recent Singles Jamboree at
Kenlake State Resort Park.
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Singles Jamboree held
at Kenlake State Park
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By PAMELA DAWES
S.O.S. Public Rotations Writor
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Over 200 singles from at least
three states gathered for the second annual "Singles Jamboree"
sponsored by the Murray Singles
Organizational Society, doubling
last year's attendance.
The jamboree was held at Kenlake State Resort Park, Aurora.
Special events included organized active games such as water
balloon busts and relays, bingo, a
watermelon bust and a dance.
The music for the dance was provided by Hopkinsville SOS.
A dinner was sponsored by the
Murray SOS. They provided the
barbecue, fried chicken and hot
dogs.
The bingo games were a big
success. Over 80 bingo prizes and
jamboree supplies were donated
by local businesses in this area
and various individuals.
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in observance of

Labor Day

N
Hearts/l0
Young
a.m./Glendale Road Church of
Christ,
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/9:45
a.m.; Knights of Columbus
meeting/7:30 p.m. at K/C
building.

Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m. with officers at
7 p.m.

University Plaza •1205-B Chestnut St. Murray. By.

First United Methodist Church
events include Adult Exercise/5
p.m.

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

Murray High School events
include Golf at Marshall County
High School; J.V. and Varsity
Soccer Teams host Caldwell
County/5:30 and 7 p.m.

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4
p.m. for senior citizens'
activities.

The S.O.S. is a nonprofit, nondenominational support and
social group for single adults H. Eddie Roberts Post 6291 of
whether always single, separated, VFW/7 p.m./Willis Center.
divorced or widowed.
The purpose of the group is to AA and Al-Anon closed
provide positive social interaction meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
for single adults. Its purpose is Center, Benton. Info/759-4059 or
not to pair people but to help sin- 753-7663.
gles feel whole as individuals and
to accept and enjoy whatever sta- Murray Civitan Club/7
tion of life they are in.
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
The central organization is
located in Murray (meeting on Murray Kiwanis Club/6
Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at Murray- p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce. Highway 641 North), Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
with chapters in Hopkinsville and Seven Seas Restaurant.
Madisonville. Currently a chapter
is being formed in Cape Girar- Health Express of Murraydeau, Mo.
Calloway County Hospital/Piggly
Club organizers Pamela Dawes
Wiggly, Murray/8-11:30 a.m. and
and Jeanne Fleming are starting
12:30 to 3 p.m.
chapters regionwide. For more
information about the SOS, call Dorothy Group First Baptist
753-7638 or 753-0224.
Church WMU/potluck/6
p.m./Fellowship Hall of church.

Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
753-3580.
Closing reception for Art Exhibit by Jerry Monteith/Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Reception/5:30 p.m. and Artist
Slide Show/7 p.m. Admission
free.
Annual Foundation Show of
juried works by beginning foundation course students on exhibit
through Sept. 25/upper level
Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts
Center, Murray State University.
Admission free.
National Scouting Museum/
open 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

—

Closed Sunday and Monday
September 6 7

Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Thursday, Sept. 3
Murray Stare University ROTC
Welcome Back Picnic/4
p.m./Stewart Stadium with Cadet
Formation/Award ceremony followed by hamburger picnic.
Admission free.

a convocation by Dr. R. Keith
Parks, retiring president of the
Foreign Mission -Board, numerous special interest conferences, a
low cost lunch served by Kentucky Baptist Men's disaster
relief unit and the hands-on
exhibit.
The evening session at 6:30
will feature missionary testimonies, music by the combined
Choirs Of Kentucky's Baptist Student Unions and an inspirational
message by Parks.
Pre-registration is requested for
groups and families by contacting
entucky Baptist Convention,
Box 43433, Louisville, Ky.
40 23-0433, or call 1-245-4101.

leadership and youth, who control
the future of career missionary
programs".
MissionsFut begins Friday,
Sept. 11, at 5:30 p.m. with
registration and an exhibit of the
mission field, missionaries and
resources available from the
Foreign Mission Board.
The 7:30 p.m. session will feature a flag processional, missionary testimonies, 'inspirational
message and music by the Kentucky Baptist Chorale, Kentucky
Baptist Singing Women and Kentucky Baptist Instrumental
Ensemble.
Events on Saturday, Sept. 12,
to begin at 8:45 a.m., will include

Pre Labor Day Sale,
S
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ept. 2 - 5

Entire Stock
of
Bedspreads 1
Large Selection

Batman Comforters

0°/0 on

'2999
Full - 83499

Twin -

New Arrivals!

Select Groups of
Valances - 50% Off

Close out comforters &
bedspreads by Dakotah
Fall colors - cotton backed

Bed Ruffles $6 ea
Wash Cloths - 99' ea
ea
Patio Panels

$4899 +

Entire Stock of
Ruffled Curtains
Tailored Draperies
Day-Bed Ensembles
Lace Panels
Kitchen Curtains

Chintz Rocker

Sets - s25" ea.
Chair Pads - $10"
Stock Mini blinds - $999
up to 36"

Custom Mini Blinds

50°/o Off

All 10% Off

FREE
Installation

Window shades cut to .ur measurement

OUTLET
REEVE'S DRAPERY
Paris
Downtown
204 N. Brewer -

642-9019 • 1-800-748-9342

VISA/MC/DC

-

Deltas plan potluck inectin(,'

MeneeceeeeesCaupon lbws 12.11-92

Invite a few friends over and 2R Off
get your cookouts

nd
he
10
ire
be
mry.

Cookouts are a Southern way of life And every cookout calls for a few Southern
favorites For free Bryan cookout recipes and a cassette of Alabama's Greatest Hits, visit your
Bryan Summer Sizzle Display at a
participating retailer for details

•

Package of Bryan Regular or Light Hot Dogs
tnuls oupon
mtlempt,tu, Ntsurf.e...ttospltan..• u•th
( ash .slue S 001 To rtresse
s Ioflat•$4.1:4 upor
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The lsw of die South.

[ Manicures Coupon ibyees 12 11 921
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The Delta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open the
1992-93 club year with a potluck supper on Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 5
p.m. at ;he club house. Hostesses will be the department officers
who are, from left. Mayrelle Clark, secretary, Hazel Tarry, chairman, Vanda Gibson, vice chairman, and Louise Swann, treasurer.
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Pet,of week twailal* at A!lima/ Shelter

Teena ers give service

Teenage volunteer students (TAVs) of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital for the summer were recently honored at a pizza party at
Pagliai's. Under the supervision of hospital personnel, the TAN s
had assignments in nearly every department for a nine-week period. Hospital Administrator Stuart Poston and Public Relations
Director Kathy Bodge, co-coordinator of the TAN program, presented -each TA's' with a recognition certificate, a souvenir party
balloon and two Murray Cheri theatre movie tickes. Wal Mart gift
certificates were given to TAN's whose accumulated yolunteer
hours were over the 160 mark. The TAN program is an outgrowth
of the Candy Striper program initiated at MCCH in 1968. Piclogged 200 or more hours of service this sumtured are I
mer who are, from lett, first row, Laura Hubbard, 262 hours; Linda Sloane. 215 hours; Erica Hulse, 220 hours; Amy Bryan, 209
hours; kecond row, Sarah Stallons, 418 hours; Nissat Nljos. 387
hours: Kim Poole, 308 hours; third row, John Faughn. 886 hours;
cly Poole. 517 hours. Not pictured are Suzy McNey, 200 hours,
l o.
nd Anianda Rowland, 278 hours.

Humane
Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The
These four animals are available for adoption at Animal
a
"Celia,"
hep;
Collie/S
female
spayed
," a female shorthaired kitten; "Beauty," a
Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Minute
of
Hours
d.
destroye
be
must
homes
find
not
do
who
a female Black Lab. Animals
female longhaired green/white haired kitten; and "Tess,t.%
, and
Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday
Monday,
p.m.,
4:45
to
1
are
public,
the
to
open
shelter,
the
.
759-4141
call
ion
informat
For
County.
United Way of Murray and Calloway
closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of
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Middle school winners ianed
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Certified, Safe,

A

Low-Impact Step Aerobic Classes
-Far All filnes3- Levels -of Men & Women
12 Classes Weekly

•

•

)

6

•

Murray
Winners of a recent contest by Music Department of
Elileft,
from
were,
division
school
middle
Woman's Club in the
tympani,
n,
Roberso
Summer
third,
clarinet,
,
Breeding
zabeth
.
first, Tabitha Painter, baritone, second, and Carrie Griffiths
Middle
Murray
from
students
all
were
They
FrenchAtorn third.
School.

*No Membership or Dues
*SpeCial Student Rate ($11`m0.)
*Family Rate

Beginners "EASY DOES IT" Class
- C-alt-For Infi;rmation & Sept. Schedule
Pam Thomas - 753-2410

Winners of a recent contest by- Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club in the high school division were, from left, Blu
Norsworthy, tuba, second, and James Seefeldt, snare drum, first.
Both students were from Calloway County High School.

NEW:

To subscribe to the Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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PRE-LABIn OR
Progress!
Sale Now

FOR MEN

FOR WOMEN

.....

•••••1111

25% OFF

25%-40% OFF

Windsuits from Casua• l Isle' and Lavon'

Selected Dockers° Short Sleeve Tops

25% OFF

SALE $21.99-27.9914%25.00-3803

All-Hunt Club° and Cabin Creee Casual
Scsparates

SAVE

All Young Men's Weekend* Tops on Sale

25% OFF
All

Selected Slacks Now on Sale

Chic* Casual

Separates

SAVE

All Outerwear and Sweaters Now on Sale

SAVE
En:ire hne of Jeans for Misses and Juniors
:•Now on sale

SHOES

30% OFF
Selected Alfred Dunner Coordinates

20%-25% OFF

25% OFF
',elected Junior Tops and Sweaters

'5-'12 OFF

25% OFF

All VInyl Handbags regularlyi$20 and up

-

Men's Casual Shoes
All Girls and Boys Athletic Shoes

25% OFF

FOR CHILDREN

Bali*, Underscore*, and Adonne Lingerie

S#AVE

25% OFF
All Beth Michaels
Sleepwear

and

Vandemere'

All Jeans for Boys and Girls on Sale

SAVE

25% OFF

All Childerns Outerwear on Sale

All Robes and Loungewear

20% OFF

25% OFF

Active and Leather Outerwea&

All Socks and Underwear for Boys and Girls
,
When You Buy 2 or More
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fn. 9-8

Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

Office Phone
759-1400
Catalog Phone
759-4080
1-800-222-6161
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KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig

Some transplant patients
survive without drugs
By CLAUDIA COATES
Assembled Prose WNW/

• PITTSBURGH — After her
.Aiver transplant, Betty Baird
expected to take anti-rejection
drugs the rest of her life. Three
years later, frightened by steroidinduced mood swings, she
flushed her pills down the toilet.
To doctors' surprise, her body
didn't reject the liver.
Ms. Baird. 34, is one of a few
organ recipients who have tossed
out their anti-rejection drugs
without suffering, said Dr. Thomas Starzl, director of the Transplantation Institute at the University of Pittsburgh.
She has survived 10 years
without the medicine, and Starzl
believes he knows why: Cells
from the transplanted organ wander to new homes in the recipient's body and promote
harmony.
The discovery could lead to
reduced use of anti-rejection
drugs, which have a long list of
side effects.
"It redefines transplant immunology." Starzl said.
The struggle begins soon after
a transplanted organ is sewn in;
the body recognizes the presence
of an intruder and starts to fight
it. The soldier cells of the
immune system clash with the
soldier cells of the strange organ.
To quiet the battle, the transplant recipient takes antirejection drugs.
Researchers have evidence that
in the cases of Ms. Baird and
others, the two cell armies "get
religion" and become missionary
cells. The cells from the recipient
travel into the new organ, and the
cells from the organ move
throughout the body.
The trade helps the body
accept the organ.
Starzl's findings, published
June 27 in the British journal
Lancet, contradict what was
believed about the soldier cells,
which threaten the success of a
transplant in the early stages.
Many a surgeon tries to chemically kill or suppress these badguy cells in an organ before
transplanting it.
It's easy to see why the
nation's tens of thousands of
transplant patients would hate
taking anti-rejection drugs. Steroids, cyclosporine and FK506 can
have disfiguring side effects from
a ballooning of the face to acne,
thickened gums, rrested growth
and extra facial hair.
Other possibilities are worse
— blindness, weakened bones —
or even life-threatening — high
blood pressure and susceptibility
to infection. Cancer is seen in
transplant patients so often that a
form of it has been named for
them: post-transplantation lymphoproliferative disease.
Ironically, Starzl, 66, has spent
decades looking for better and
better anti-rejection drugs.
Known as the father of liver
transplants, he established the use
of the drugs ALG, cyclosporine
and the more effective but experimental FK506.
Pitt researchers are choosing
transplant patients with a good
chance of being weaned off antirejection drugs for an experiment,
said Howard Doyle, assistant professor of surgery. Patients invited
to join the experiment will be
those whose bodies have traded
cells with their transplanted
organs.
"We think it's OK to do it
under controlled conditions and
slowly take them off the medicines and watch them carefully,"
Doyle said.
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A& A AUTO
RENTAL

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Holland Motor Sales

To report local news. call 753-1916
•

EARN
6.50%

Bob Cornelison

753-4703

Retired people may think school reform has very little to do with
them. But the end result of school reform istmore jobs and a healthier
economy. And when you're living on a fixed income, being able to

BINGO
715 E. BROADWAY
(NEXT To THE FAMILY DOLLAR)
M.4YFIELD, KY. 42066
PHONE:(502)247-8537

count on stable costs for products and services is a definite plus.
There's only one requirement- needed to benefit from Kentucky school
reform. Living in Kentucky. To find out how you can get involved in

(44
ate,
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FREE BBQ DINNER SERVED FROM 2 PM-3 PM
TO ALL PAID CUSTOMERS.

supporting school reforms, please call: 1-800-928-2111.
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SPLIT THE POT
SPEED BALL
11 REGULAR GAMES $300.00 EA.
$500.00 EA.
3 SPECIALS

)
510T BALL-

CB-Pomer)

1 COVERALL

$15.00 FOR I CARDS FOR

1 LATE NIGHT

NEMO CANES ANC COYEAAll

1 LATE NIGHT
FOA 12 CAM FOR All 1i
MUM GAMES ANC COVERALL
DOORS OMR AT 2:00 P.M.
FON 11 CAMS FC$1 Ali 11
SPUD SALL AT 2:00 P.M.
IOWA CAYES MD COrERAV RIO.(muss AT 5:00 P.M.
•

$25":
sTo?A I,

Kids aren't the only ones who benefit
from Kentucky school reform.

PRE-LABOR DAY SPECIAL
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 6TH

$25.00
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Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow.'

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers

9

$20.00
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Charlie's Sale-T
Discount Pharmacy
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MAYFIELD. Ky. — Ermon preuy well."
Seven people who received livTwo of the strikers were
Harp left her native western Kener transplants at Pitt have tossed tucky looking for work, not a newlyweds.
their anti-rejection medicine after place in American labor history.
"They speqr their honeymoon
years of taking it and have no ill
She .found both in Detroit on strike," Harp said. "That got
753-4175 o.
effects, Starzl said: Among kid- where she worked in a factory written up in the Detroit
Glendale at WhItnall
ney recipients, one former Pitt and joined one of the first sit- newspapers."
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30
patient has shrugged off medica- down stsikes. That was 1937.
The strike ended after eight
tion for 27 years and is living
"They called us Communists days when the company accepted
normally.
.
.
— and.jushabout everything else the UAW as a bargaining agent
Most transplant centers have a you could think of." Harp said. for the workers. At about the
few recipients who defy doctors "But that didn't bother me a par- same time of the strike, Harp's
and survive without anti-rejection4. ticle. We were the United Auto husband joined the UAW at the
drugs.
Workers and we felt like we were auto plant where he worked.
Dr. William Morris, director of doing right."
.T.0 10
They left for Mayfield in 1963 to
I'M
COmf SACK
the laboratory of transplant
coLLIr TIM).
retire.
,
the
Harp, 96, smiles at
YOsoORItow*
MIS
immunology at Stanford Univer- "history-maker" label.
PAU
•
Harp said she became "union
sity, has heard of two heart"It was bad around here so we all the way" even before she
transplant recipients who threw went to Detroit to work," said went to work at Advance
away their anti-rejection Harp, a tiny woman with tur- Stamping.
medicine. •
"I'd worked at this other place
quoise eyes and soft silver-white
He warned other patients: hair. "We had to go."
11 years when the boss came in
Don't try this at home.
Ermon and her husband, Lube, one day and said, 'Ermon, come
"Most of the people who stop left from Milburn, near Mayfield, pick up your check. You're
i
their drugs do reject, and it's usu- in 1922. They were part of a through.' Later I found out he'd
ally catastrophic," Morris said. mass exodus of Kentuckians who given my job to his girlfriend.
The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
Even patients who take their migrated to Detroit to work in the
"That's why I went union and
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
medicine for years can suffer auto industry in the 1920s.
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
why Detroit went union. It was
rejection episodes.
"I had no idea that what I did because of things like that that
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
For Ms. Baird of Uniontown, was making history," Harp said. weren't fair."
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
ending her periodic depression "But our people were .getting
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
was worth the risk.
_ beat up all over town: We had to
them by the 10th they have to dig down into-their own pockets
She reached her crisis in 198-2, do something."
to make up the difference.
about three years after her trans- —Was she scared?
Please pay your carder promptly before the 10th of each
plant was made necessary by
"Goodness no," she said with
month. They ,depend on you to write their pay checks.
Wilson's disease, an excess of a grin. "There was nothing to be
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
copper.
scared of."
carrier.
The steroids she was taking to
But there was. Even UAW
So...paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
prevent transplant rejection had leader Walter Reuther was beaten
'Daily & Weekly Rentals
monthly collection.
boosted her weight to 200 pounds by Henry Ford's private police.
'Clean, Dependable Cars
and had stolen her emotional sta'Call Us For Rates
Labor historians credit the sitbility. She had separated from her down strike with helping pave the
husband a few months earlier and way for large-scale union orgacoped alone with a 9-month-old nizing in the American auto
East Main St.
daughter. At 5 one morning, the industry. The first big strike was
753-4461
baby wouldn't stop crying. Desp- called in December 1936, at a
erate to escape the noise, she Cheyrolet factory in Flint, Mich.
placed a pillow over her baby's It lasted until mid-February 1937,
•Is U III RI••le I
face.
and was considered the first full•
She pulled back before harm
sit-down, a tactic workers
fledged
was done.
in other industries.
Polytex Replacement Windows
Ms. Baird regained self- employed
co-workers at the
62
and
Harp
FINANCING AVAILABLE UFETIME WARRANTY-POLYTEX we(
BANK
iado-In
control, then called a friend.
Stamping Co. in Detroit
Allcnvanco
"As soon as I got off the Advance
Windows
Any
Buy
Don't
and
machines
Up To
phone, I walked to the bathroom. stopped their
'til You See Thermaline Windows
budge.
to
refused
I just threw them down. Flushed
"It went off smooth as you
Cail
them. I didn't even keep a few
* FREE Estimate
she said. "There was no
please,"
Lona Oak Rd., Paducah, Ky.
3038
just in case," M's. Baird said.
with
good
Not
Expires sion
rough stuff. Nobody got hurt
554-7647 or 1-800-264-0610
Six months later she told her
5
5)am other discounts.
where I worked. I guess it was
TWENTY-FIVE DOLLARS
CA)
doctor by telephone, Who didn't
plant."
small
a
was
because it
believe her until he saw her, free
a..'.st•so IF
MI
II II
MI
ea
IS IS -••••• 111
The striker's spouses, includis
of the reddened moon face that
ing Harp's husband, brought hot
characteristic of people taking
blankets and pillows to the
food,
steroids.
plant.
In cases like Ms. Baird's, the
"We organized a square
missionary cells have traveled
Harp said. "Some of the
dance,"
through the blood to nestle into
cards, and we turned
played
men
the skin, lymph nodes, heart and
to a church service
radio
the
on
bone marrow of longtime transon
Sunday."
said.
plant patients, Starzl
Harp slept near a machine on
The soldier cells are dendritic
she afsembled distributors
which
cells, which exist throughout the
body and alert the immune sys- for car engiAes. She bunked with
of 14 other women on strike.
tem to invaders. How they turn one"We
found some big barrels,
into missionaries or protect transboards over them,
some
put
planted organs isn't known for
blankets and slept
down
spread
sure.
in
cells
the
Researchers found
the tissues of up to 100 longterm
recipients of successfully transplanted livers or kidneys. The
exact figure wasn't available
because tests were continuing.
"If we can consistently reTAX-DEFERRED ANNUM'
create or create this situation .. .
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
a
be
major
then yes, it will
YEAR. Early surrender
ONE
breakthrough in transplantation,"
charges apply.
said W. Henry Barber, a Univer($5,000 minimum)
sity of Alabama associate professor of surgery.
Barber's research has shown
FARM
that a bone-marrow transfusion
BUREAU
from the kidney donor before a
INSURANCE
transplant improves the chances
of organ acceptance. The transfuSame Rate Available On
sions have boosted his patients'
I.R.A.(MO minimum)
percent
77
survival
from
of
rate
to 90 percent, he said.
Rated: A+ (SUPERIOR)
It isn't known if the successes
were caused by missionary cells.
Future studies may focus on
whether all recipients' bodies are
able to trade cells with donor
organs.
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Luxury liner
returns to sea
BOSTON (AP) — The
'patched-up Queen Elizabeth 2
headed to Germany for final
repairs, nearly a month after
apparently hitting uncharted
rocks off Cape Cod.
The luxury liner left Boston on
Tuesday after almost SS million
in repairs to make the vessel seaworthy. It is due in Hamburg on
Monday.
General Ship, which handled
the repair job, imwdiately laid
off 70 workers, some of whom
were hired just to work on the
QE2. The shipyard has been
struggling recently because of
cuts in military repair contracts.
The flagship of the Cunard
Line gashed its hull Aug. 7, forcing the evacuation of 1,815 passengers. The Cunard Lineexpects
the QE2 to return to service Oct.

•
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Prices Good
Sept. 2 thru
Sept. 8
1407 Main

CriginiEnr
Flo4,a

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders
Seaboard Farms Chicken

1 Owen's Best Family Pack

BuTierball
Turkey

Bacon
12 oz

89?b.

Center Cut

Pork
Chops
9
$19Lb
•

59

American

1 39

Ace

Lb

Coffee

99

89°

Kleenex

2% Milk
Gal. $ 89

Bathroom Tissue

Hyde Park

Blue Bonnet

Roddenbury Hamburger

Sugar

Margarine

Dill Pickles

Peanut Butter

2 Lb.

Mustard

16 oz. Bonus Pk.

59'

Foam Plates

urly or Fajita

$219

'
99
3/89'

32 oz.

Hyde Park F.S. or Cut

21b.

16 oz.

Kraft Velveeta

Shells & Cheese

$1 39
10-12 oz

I

$ 89

Salad Dressing

32 oz.
Planters Cheese Bob, Cheese Cuts, Corn Chips

Snacks
Hefty Tall

$ 1 89

5-7 oz.
•

Cups

16 oz. 20 Ct.
Sparkle Single Roll

Paper Towels

99'
99'
69'

glen
Bologna

Baked Ham
59

Owen's Best

Owen's
Famous Pit

Iurkey Breast
$36?

BBQ Pork
$48?

Bananas

Ham
59

Lb

Days at

. Chiquita
Golden Ripe

Owen's Best
Honey Baked

Owen's Best
Boneless Pit

99w. $3 $3

Mon. thru Thur.
Meats:

gal

Ketchup

9
'
32 oz9

a ey

Kraft Miracle Whip

Whole Milk
Green Beans

79'

Fries

16 oz

Prairie Farm
Heinz Tomato

Field's Jumbo

SEVEN SEAS

32 oz.
Inlan

Pork & Beans

Kraft

"Country Cookin"

99'

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew, $539
24 pk
Dr. Pepper, 7-Up
$ 59
Hefty 20 In. 50 Ct.

Grape Jelly

4 Roll Pkg. 79°

Van Camps

$ 1 39
I
18 oz

Kraft Prepared

•

Lb

6 5 oz

Flav-O-R.ch

Roddenbury

AMNION!

FABULOUS
& SAT.
"SEAFOOD
BUFFED
SEVEN SEAS

Tuna

64 oz
$1

5 Lb. $169

Mother and three
young sons die
in house fire

Pond Raised

0
99 2/$1

'1

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A
judge has lifted his statewide ban
on IQ testing of black children
with learning disabilities.
U.S. District Judge Robert
Peckham issued the ban in 1986
but reversed himself in a ,ruling
made public Tuesday after black
parents complained •it denied
them the option of having their
children tested.
Opponents of the tests say they
are culturally biased and result in
the improper classification of
some black children as retarded.
The 1986 ban has prompted
most urban districts in California
to stop using IQ tests for any
children, said Armando Menocal,
a lawyer who sought the ban.

Roast Beef
Meatloaf
Catfish Fillets
Fried Chicken
Choice of 1 Meat
& 8 Veg. 1.50
•••••••

Gato

11.5 oz

99
$2

Lb

Star Ktst

Kingstc•

Judge lifts ban on
IQ tests foiblacks

•••

69!.

?ns Best
emade

Turkey Breast Catfish Fillets
29
rade

Pork Chops
12 Lb Bonus
Bag

Spare Ribs
1 79

Grade A Frozen

Mixed Cut

Charcoal

Country Style

Legs & Thighs

f
Bee
Gro3-4und
Lb. Pkg.

Crayola introduces
new color selection

DETROIT (AP) — A woman
and her three young sons were
killed in a house fire, authorities
said today.
The 29-year-old woman, her
3-year-old twins and a 6-year-old
died in the blaze Tuesday in suburban Redford Township, said
Redford Township police Inspector Robert Meisner. The victims'
names were not immediately
released.
The cause of the fire was under
investigation.

W. Reserve Tho Right To Limit Cluontittos

We Accep, boa Stomps

$1

•

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

liaod 7aele4

7o-ad — 7

Phone 753-4682

4.

EASTON, Pa. (AP) — The
maker of Crayola crayons - is
offering a new assortment of colors to give youngsters the chance
to see shades of themselves.
The 16-crayon "My World
Colors" assortment is taken from
Craybla's existing 103-color
selection, allows for a more accurate representation of hair, skin
and eyes.
The colors include apricot,
black, burnt orange, burnt sienna,
cerulean. goldenrod, mahogany,
olive green, peach, periwinkle,
raw sienna, salmon, sepia, tan
and white.
Binney & Smith Inc. shipped
the - first sets - to stores-two weeks
.
ago.

HUN:
80 m..7 pm.
Fri. & Sot. 8 o.m .8 pm

Dole Head

Fancy Green

lettuce

Cabbage

25'uo

3i$1

Lb

Amish Baby

Swiss Cheese
$389

U.S.*1 Russeff

Fancy

Home Grown
Yellow Delicious

PoptL9t9es

Celery
Lg. 30 Size

Apples

0
0
9
5
59
99°
Lb

Lb

-f

To advertise or subscribe to the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
State liquor officials have a new
regulation aimed at keeping
minors out of bars, but it may be
only temporary.
An interim legislative committee on Tuesday declared the regulation deficient. That means it
will expire if the next General
Assembly, in 1994, fails to write
its provisions into statute.
This year, in its most recent
session, the General Assembly
rejected a bill that would have
done nearly the same thing, and a
similar regulation expired. The
Alcoholic Beverage Control
Commission then rewrote ii
"The collective will of the
General Assembly was not to
pass a law of this type," Rep.
Martin Sheehan, D-Covington,
said during the meeting of the
interim joint Business Organiza-

tions and Professions Commiuee.
Critics said the new regulation
was riddled with exceptions,
would hurt "mom and pop
taverns" and did not address a
widespread problem.
"I think this is i case of trying
to kill a fly with a shotgun," said
Rep. William Donnermeyer, DBellevue.
The regulation makes it illegal
for anyone under 21 to be on the
premises of businesses licensed
to sell liquor by the drink. Previously, 18-year-olds could enter
but not drink.
There are exceptions for
restaurants, hotels, motels, private clubs and concerts.
Donald Zeller, general counsel
for the Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Control, said his agency was left with no control over
the presence or conduct of minors

Scholarship winner

keep kids from drinking, but
we're going to let them go into a
saloon. And if they go in a
saloon, they're going to get
something to drink," Burch said.
The new rule "is not going to
stop them from getting booze,"
Burch said, "but we don't have
to open the door for them."

in bars when its old regulation
expired.
Rep. Tom Burch, D-Louisville,
supported the new regulation. It
"should have been here a long
time ago," said Burch, who is
chairman of the House Health
and Welfare Committee.
"We're looking at ways to

kW-4et 1.5,

4et
r

•••
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Bar-B-0 Ribs, Pond Raised Catfish Fillets, Fried Chicken, Food
Bar - Salad Bar, Dessert Bar Includas Drink
Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

s At
TJ's Bar B-Q &y Burger
753-0045
Murra
mir
k Chestnut St.
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THIS WEEK'S
SPECIAL
°
Large Bar-B-0 $24.9
& Fries

e

101

FREE

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

1 $30
I VALUE

EXAMINATION

•

NO OBLIGAT4ON - NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

13.
14.
15.
16.

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

5. Dizziness
6. Sore Elbows
7. Neck Pain
8. Indigestion

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

relieve your aches

I

care can
FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic

I

and pains.
It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. a spinaalignment check,an examination
test,
re
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressu
a test for muscle strength and a private
for restricted or excess motion in the spine,
results.
consultation with the doctor to discuss the

Dr. Dennis L Hoskin, D.C.
This entire examination is FREE.
It you want more care and treatment,
we do all the paperwork.

FREE.

REFUSE TO PAY. CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO
TO THE
TS YOU: THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON
OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING
RESULT
A
AS
MED
PERFOR
IS
DISCLAIMER:OUR OFFICE POLICY PROTEC
WHICH
ENT
SERVICES. EXAMINATION OR TREATM
REIMBURSE)FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER
NT.'
TREATME
EXAMINATION OR
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

y State University
Henry Walters, (right) instructor in the Murra
and adviser of the
h
Healt
and
Safety
al
ation
Department of Occup
Engineers, and
Safety
student chapter of the American Society of
er at Murray,
chapt
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activities in safety education and research.

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
301 N. 12th Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071

759-1116
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DatT

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

CALL NOW.
BRING THIS COUPON
WITH YOU.

MIN IMIN NMI

MEI

=MI

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

759-1144

Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew

Pantry Pride

Field Pro Leaguer

Hot Dog or Hamba Buns

Wieners

24 Pk.
12 Oz. Can
Limit 2
Additional $5.38

For

•
•

Lipton

Surf

Paramount Hamburger

Laundry Detergent
67

Dill Slice Pickles

11

Tea
24

C a
id
2 Liter
Bottle

00

Joan of Arc Pinto or
Great Northern Beans

6

22 oz. Bottle

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi,
Mt. Dew

100 Ct.
Box

Limit 2
Additional

42 oz.
Box

Sunlight Dishwashing
Liquid

• For
Large Stalk

Celery

Cascade

Dishwashing Powder

$180
5 oz.
Box

ers

Field
Reg. $1.39

Charles Chips
Potato Chips
•
_
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SPORTS
Navratilova fumes while Mac zooms at Open
She won.
there was McEnroe the Magnificient, the Johnny
Then
AP Sports Wilco
Mac who brought you four U.S. Open titles and three
last coming nearly a decade ago..
NEW YORK — Shaun Stafford laughed, Martina Navra- Wimbledon crowns, the
that McEnroe appeared in this
night,
Tuesday
on
But
tilova quaked and John McEnroe regained his youth.
U.S. Open, finding the angles with dinks, volleys, slices
Oh, what a night it was at the U.S. Open.
g Dutchman Michiel gcliapers
"I don't think I have ever had so much fun. I was out and smashes while dominatin
6-4. In the third set, up an
6-0,
6-4,
match
first-round
a
in
there playing great tennis," Stafford said.
discovered someone in
even
early service break, McEnroe
She lost.
it resulted solely in a
although
with,
upset
get
"She was just glad that she was out there and I am, like, the crowd to
Rebeuh.
Bruno
saying, 'Come on, get serious, wipe that smile off your discussion with. umpire came after Navratilova barely
victory
McEnroe's
'•
said.
a
Navratikiv
"
business,
serious
is
face. This

By BOB GREENE

escaped with a 4-6, 6-1, 7-5 victory over the alwaysbeaming Stafford.
"I am all for enjoyment, but it is a little tough when
your opponent is just 'alighting after she aces you," said
Navratilova,• who watched a 5-1 'hint-set lead vanish.
"She is feeling no pressure, just having a great time out
there, and I am just feeling the weight of the stadium on
my back."
McEnroe, who followed Navratilova onto the court in
the night session, apparently learned the lesson well. He
broke Schapers in the first game of the match and never
really let up.

Racers' young secondary
will get test versus SEMO

Kick off
Racers open bag
of surprises with
SEMO Thursday
They've done it 67 times
before. Some more optimistic
than others, some more anticipated than others. But
nothing can stop it. Not
budget cuts, academic assault
teams or a hurricane. Murray
State University is only a
day away from kicking off
its 68th year of football.
Indeed, there are several
ways to tell that MSU football is approaching.

By MICHAEL BANKS
Murray Leer., I Timm Staff Writer

•

One of the keys for the Murray State Racers in their season opener
at Southeast Missouri Thursday night will be to prevent the "home
run" scores by a pass-happy Indian offense. Easier said than done.
Even with an experienced secondary roaming deep it wouldn't be
an easy day going up against a pass offense which was first in the
Ohio Valley Conference, averaging 241 yards a game through the air,
but throw in a junior college transfer and two freshmen and you have
cause for concern, along with a few more gray hairs.
"We can't give up the big plays," MSU coach Mike Mahoney said,
glancing down on his depth chart at a defensive secondary which will
be under the microscope when the 1992 season kicks off at 6 p.m.
Thursday at Houck Stadium.
Considered a strength at the beginning of spring practice, the Racers' secondary has been decimated since by season-ending knee injudefenries to cornerback Beau Brown and safety Tomas Cobb, white
That
troubles.
academic
stith
season
the
miss
will
Todd
sive back Rod
leaves Murray State with the starting trio bf cornerbacks Eric Ingram
d
and Michael Reid and safety Tyrone Young as the only experience
pass defenders.
"It doesn't really matter who you have back there when you play
• SEMO," Mahoney warned during Tuesday afternoon's Weekly press
luncheon. "We could have Ronnie Lou back in the secondary, but
they're still going to come out throwing the football."
"The first three I'm not worried about," Mahoney said of his starters. "But for the others it's going to be a big surprise."
One of the newcomers who will be seeing a lot of action Thursday
night will be junior college transfer Jermaine Scott, who was named to
the Mississippi Junior College All-State team last season at East Mississippi with seven interceptions.
"Jermaine really has the physical talent, but it's still going to take
him two to three games to get into the system," Mahoney said.
Along with Scott, true freshmen Dave Dodds and Jeff Parcells wil
be expected to play in their first game on the collegiate level.
"We're hoping to ease them into the game and get their pants dirMICHAEL RANIS/Lodeor & lionio photo
ty," said Mahoney, whose Racers hung on for a 14-10 win over
which will be a key
Junior defensive back Jermaine Scott (1123) will be one of the untested defenders
transfer.
junior college
(Cont'd on page 3B)
in Murray State's Thursday opener at SEMO. Scott is i5-11, 190-pound

Murray boys win, as Lady Tigers fall
Staff Report
Murray Lodger I Timm

MAYFIELD — The Murray
High boys golf team continued
their undefeated streak in match
play, while the Lady Tigers fell
to region rival Mayfield in action
Tuesday .afternoon at the Mayfield Country Club.
Senior Todd Thomas' 35 over
nine holes was good enough to
lead the Tigers past Paducah
Tilghman 149-160 and edge out
the host Cardinals by 27 strokes.

C GOLF
BOYS
1. MURRAY HIGH
2. pasucae Tytynar
3. WOW
GIRLS
1. Maroc!
2. MURRAY

149
160
167
191
223

Along with Thomas' 35, the
other Murray scores were Adam
Grogan with a 37, Dusty Wilson
with a 39 and Jeremiah Rayburn
finished with a 39. Not counting
towards the Tigers team score,
but also playing were Ryan

Haverstock, who shot a 40, and
Jacob Rayburn and Clay Bolin,
who both finished with a 44.
Mayfield's Tia Rouse finished
with a 39 to lead the host Lady
Cardinals by Murray 191-223 and
finish as the girl's medalist.
Joy Roach's 48 was low score
for the Lady Tigers, as Michelle
Morris finished with a 57, Stacey
Foster a 58 and Rachel Cella a
60. Also playing, but not designated among the team score, were
Leigh Haverstock, who finished
with a 66

NL rookies thrown into pennant race
By The Associated Press
Here's a tale of two rookies
who made their major leigue
debuts in important games and
had completely opposite degrees
of success.
First there's David Nied,

JONSERED
2041/
2045
LIGHTWEIGHT
BUT
FULL-FEATURED

NATIONAL LEAGUE

Tuesday's Games
Montreal 5, Cincinnati 2
Pittsburgh 5, San Francisco 3
Atlanta 4, New York .1
St. Louis 2. San Diego 0
Houston 5, Philadelphia 3
thrown into the thick of a pennant
race Tuesday when he was called
up from Class AAA Richmond to
pitch for the NL West-leading
Atlanta Braves.
The right-hander is one of the

"Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

Cylinder displacement: 2.4S/2.7(u In
Ur, ••••esght (poyverhead only):
10.SS/10.6 lin. Sr lengths: I 1-18",

Jane Roger..
305 N. 12th St.

Jonsared

(Newt to cootwry 211
Murray

753-9627

HOPKINS REPAIR SERVICE
Rout* 1 Hwy. 882 11 Hwy. 80
Hardin, Kentucky 42048
Phone 4374838

most impressive of the Braves'
outstanding crop of youngsters.
He led the International League
with 159 strikeouts and had 14
wins.
"All the reports on him have
been nothing but good," Braves
manager Bobby Cox said.
Nied picked up in New York
where he left off in Triple A,
allowing only four hits over
seven innings as Atlanta beat the
(Cont'd on page 311)
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Cards' Osborne puts spell
on Padres with 2-0 shutout
ST. LOUIS — Call him crazy. but Donovan Osborne wouldn't
mind facing the San Diego Padres' big three of Gary Sheffield,
Fred McGriff and Tony Gwynn every time out.
"It'd be nice," Osborne said after throwing seven shutout
innings and beating the Padres for the third time as the St. Louis
Cardinals won 2-0 Tuesday night. "I don't know what it is with
these guys, but I fool them with everything I have."
Osborne (10-7) has been up and down in his rookie season,
spending three weeks in the bullpen in July due to ineffectiveness.
But he's always at his best when the Padres, who lead the National
League with a .259 average and 116 home runs, come to town.
Osborne is 3-0 with a 1.23 ERA against the Padres and has
allowed 21 hits in 29 2-3 innings. He almost won a fourth game,
bolding a 1-0 lead with two outs in the ninth on May 29, but ended
with no decision when San Diego rallied for two runs against Lee
Smith.
"Against this club, he just has the confidence," Cardinals manager Joe Torre said. "He has it all going for him."
Osborne gave up six hits in seven innings, struck out six and
walked one. He didn't allow a runner past second base and defused
one rally when he started a double play on a McGriff grounder in
the sixth after Gwynn and Sheffield singled with one out.
"Osborne's always around the plate and changing speeds,"
Gwynn said. "You basically get yourself out. He doesn't try to
overpower anybody and with the defense he has I wouldn't be
•
afraid to let guys take their best whack at the ball."
Sheffield and Gwynn had two hits apiece, but overall the Padres'
big three is a quiet 8 for 37 against Osborne.
(Continued on page 38)

CBM BECOMES MICROAGE 2000

SALEBRATION
Closeout Specials On Selected Computer Systems
Color
IBM Model 35SX-20 40 MB
Color
MB
IBM Model 55SX-16 80
_Col&
IBM Model 70DX-20 60 MB
Color
MB
120
IBM Model 700X-20
Color
80 MB
IBM PS/1 386SX
Color
120 MB
EPSON 386SX-16
Color
MB
120
EPSON 386/25
Color
COMPAQ 386SX-20 60 MB
IBM Law Printer 4019E (5 ppm)

$1,795.00
$1,795.00
$1,995.00
$2.295.00
$1,295.00
$1,895.00
$1,995.00
$1,895.00
$995.00

MicroAge Computer Center
14 Maki • Murray
753-7733

Starting Sept. 12
Open Saturday 10 a.m.-1 p.m.

Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
The indicators:
— "the crisp fall air is
bringing sounds of young
men pushing themselves to
the ultimate limits for their
fellow students and beloved
school,"- says the football
romantic.
— WPSD's "Racer Football with Mike Mahoney,"
aired on Sunday nights at
10:30, has pushed back
"Simon & Simon".
— You have a schedule.
'Or, you begin to hear the
three most common statements in Murray, year-in and
year-out, from Racer football
fans:
— "Well, they should be
better than last year."
— "We can beat everybody on our schedule but
Middle Tennessee and Eastern Kentucky."'
— "We don't need season
tickets, we'll just move down
to the chair seats when the
game starts."
Now that the start of the
season has been established,
heach coach Mike Mahoney
and his '92 team have something to establish themselves
Thursday night when they
meet Southeast Missouri in
Cape Girardeau.
SEMO's John Mumford
and Mahoney are putting a
high value on Thursday's
game.
Each realizes that the
opener is a conference game,
a chance to take an early
lead in the Ohio Valley
Conference. Also, the game
represents the building of a
rivalry, particularly for
SEMO. From basketball to
volleyball, Indian fans are
calling out the Racer faithful
to start a cross-river feud.
(Please, no chopping.)
But for Mahoney, it's not
just "another football game."
The sixth-year coach makes
no secret about the fact that
this game is as important as
they come.
A win at Southeast Missouri will set the tone for
the season, Mahoney says.
He doesn't want a repeat of
1991 when the Racers hung
in with Southern Illinois for
four quarters only to fall
31-27. It's no longer good
enough to play well and
lose.
"Last year I took the
approach that we played so
hard in 1990 and didn't win,
I just wanted them to play
hard (in '91)," Mahoney said
two weeks ago.
Despite the loss to SIU,
the Racers played good football. They knew it, the
coaches knew it, the press
knew it, and the fans knew
it. There was life in the
Racers of 1991 (or at lea,t
some semblance of an
offense) where there had
been none in '90.
"I remember walking in
the locker room and they
were pretty satisfied with
themselves," Mahoney said,
recalling the players'
demeanor after the Sill loss
"People patted them on the
beck and it bothered me
"I never want them to he
(Crifird on page 3B)
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Texas' Ryan not relieved in 8-3 Royals win

Actions az Reactions
BASEBALL

By The Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP)- Vince Coleman was suspended for two days without pay by the New York Mots after Ns argument with an umpire became
a shoving match with manager Jell Torborg. Coleman was elected in the
second inning of a 4-1 loss to Atlanta for arguing a third-strike call for the
second tine in three days.
Third bass tanOre Dana DeMuth ruled Coleman did not check his string
and struck out. Coleman started to argue with home plate umpire Gary
Darling and Torborg ran onto the field to separate them. Torborg pushed
Coleman toward the dugout, then Coleman started arguing and pointing at
the manager, and exchanged heated words. Bobby Bonilla finally came
out and walked Coleman to the dugout. Coleman left for the clubhouse
and was followed by Torborg. A witness said they conducted a yelling
match in the manager's office.

Nolan Ryan is a cinch for the
Hall of Fame. Winning another
baseball game may not be as
easy.
Despite pitching one of his bitter games of the season on Tuesday night, Ryan still came away
with nothing as the Texas Rangers lost 8-3 to the Kansas City
Royals.
"He really surprised me.Kansas City's George Brett,
another sure-shot Hall of Famer,
said of Ryan. "His velocity was

Racers'young...
(Coned from page 28)
SEMO in Stewart Stadium last
November. "The worst thing that
could happen is if it's 17-14 late
in the ballgame and they're
throwing the ball all around the
yard and we have to put One of
our young guys in."
One thing for certain is that
SEMO will pass the ball.
Senior quarterback Jason Liley,
who passed for 2,333 yards as a
sophomore, has thrown for 18
touchdown passes in his career
and will lead the Indians multiple
pro offense, which averaged 19.4
points and 343 yards per game
last season.
"Liley had an excellent spring
and has come back with an excellent preseason camp," SEMO
coach John Mumford said in a
press release. "He has the experi-

AMERICAN LEAGUE
Tuesdays Genoa
Toronto 9, Mimeo 3
Minnesota 5, Detroit 4
New York 7, Milwaukee 1
Kansas City 8, Texas 3
Bellmore 5, Oakland 1
Seattle 4, Boston 3
California 7, Cleveland 6
good, his movement was tremendous. His curveball was
sharp and hard. He threw it for
strikes. And his changeup really
had tremendous movement."
But once again, Ryan had no
luck. For the sixth time this sea-

(Coned from page 28)
satisfied with losing. Never."
Mahoney jumped on his
team for its attitude of "settling for a loss," but at the
same time he knew they felt
some positives.
- Ordinarily, this would have
meant a greater carryover of
confidence to the Western
Kentucky game, but the 14-0
loss to the Hilltoppers
reflected more flatness than
hunger to build on what had
been established against S1U.
The message has been.
sent. It's TIM a win or walk
home situation, but Mahoney
is puuing the challenge to
his team and the coach isn't
worried about placing too
much pressure on his troops.
"Life is pressure," said
Mahoney, somewhat of an
expert in this area. "They're
going to be -facing a lot
more pressure than this later
in life.

"I was kind of wavering on
the spot of getting fatigued,"
Ryan said. "I told him if I get in
trouble in the seventh, don't hesitate to come and get me. But he
decided to go with Todd (Burns),
a fresh arm, and that's all right."

Ryan was staked to a 2-0 lead
on Juan Gonzalez' AL-leading
39th home run. But starting with
Todd Burns (3-5), Texas relievers

Cards'Osborne puts spell...

NL rookies...

"It's not like we're playing Nebraska. We're playing
a team of equal ability. I
think it's realistic for the
kids to expect to win. It's
realistic for us (coaches) to
demand that they expect to
win."
Mahoney is also hoping to
draw more fan support by
bringing back a 1-0 squad to
face Division H MissouriRolla on Sept. 12 in Stewart
Stadium. From there, the Racers look to be 2-0 going
into the "now it's our turn"
game at Eastern Illinois.
It's not inconcievable that
the Racers return with a 3-0
record to face Middle Tennessee. (That's sounds familiar doesn't it?)
But, everything hinges on
the SEMO game. You can't
fetch the water if you don't
have a bucket. The Racers
will be looking for that
bucket tomorrow night.
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Lifetime Warranty
Lifetime Warranty
EVERY DAY

Brake Drums
or Rotors

13

For most vehicles.
Store stock only.

6996

EVERY DAY

Duralastt.Brake Pads
or Relined Shoes

99
TO

Metallic Pads-S19.99 to $24.99
Shoe price with exchange.

19.99

One- Year Warranty

Front Wheel Bearing Sets

Good service.
Like a good neighbor,
.. good coverage, State Farm is there.
good price-
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With exchange
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State Farm
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Master Cylinders
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Our Best Price EVERY DAY
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Clew A

gave Ryan no relief.
Bretes_base hit in the seventh
gave him 1,510 career RBIs,
beating Mantle for 33rd all-time.
Brett later singled home another
run in the -four-run eighth,
The winner in relief of Hipiloto Pichardo was Mike Boddicker
(1-5).

son, Texas relievers failed to hold
a lead for baseball's all-time
strikeout and no-hit leader. Ryan
allowed but four hits, struck out
five, didn't walk a batter and left
with a 2-0 lead after six innings.
Then the Royals scored four
runs in each of the seventh and
eighth innings, getting two milestone RBIs from Brett, who passed
Mickey Mantle for 33rd place on
the all-time RBI list.

ence and maturity to have a big
senior season."
Senior receiver Glenn Krupa
against the NL West, compared
base when Andy Benes pitched or zi, who didn't score a run in
and junior Aaron Layton return to (Coard from page 28)
Just
come
August.
with 26-36 against the NL East.
pitched.
Hurst
(Bruce)
the Indian lineup, as Krupa had
us
against
the
pitch
here
pitched
and
39-29
over
are
Worrell
also
Todd
Cardinals
The
35 catches for 245 yards last seaand Smith finished with a and we'll make outs."
son while Layton was fourth in eighth
Geronimo Pena gave Osborne
inning against Gwynn,
1-2-3
the OVC with 43 catches for 440
his
for
McGriff
only run he needed when he
and
the
Sheffield
will
yards. The offensive attack
led' off the bottom of the first (Omni from page 28)
league-leading 37th save and
Atlanta's victory pushed the
be bolstered by sophomore run- fourth in five games.
with his fifth home run off Benes
4-1.
lead to 7% games over
Braves'
Mets
York
New
ning back Kelvin Anderson, who
his
added
8-3
Tom
Pagnozzi
are
(10-12).
Overall, the Cardinals
The second half of the story second-place Cincinnati with a
missed the 1991 season under against the Padres, including four seventh home run on Benes' first
little more than a month to play.
Proposition 48 rules.
pitch of the fifth as the Cardinals concerns Tim Pugh, a rightshutouts, and have not allowed
The Braves gave Nied the lead
hander summoned from AAA
Linebacker Joe Divis, who had them an earned run in the last 30
won their fifth straight game.
in
the first inning when David
the
badly
to
109 tackles last season, will lead innings. That's a big change from
for
pitch
Nashville
They also made it back to the
an experienced linebacking group last year, when the Padres fin- .500 marl for the first time since slumping Cincinnati Reds against Justice hit a two-run homer, his
14th, off Wally Whitehurst (2-8).
as All-OVC safety James Chinn ished 9-3 against the Cardinals. July 18. It took 14 victories in 19 the Montreal Expos.
The Braves chased Whitehurst
Dennis
5-2
as
won
Expos
The
will anchor the secondary.
games to do it.
"The), just beat 'us up last
with two runs in the fifth on Otis
fifth
won
his
(15-10)
Martinez
Murray State leads the series
two
for
us
beat
"We disappeared
year,"jorre.said. "They
Nixon's sacrifice fly and Terry
by a 22-3-1 margin, but SEMO 1-0 and it was like 10-0 because
months and the last two weeks straight game for the second time
RBI double.
Pendleton's
season.
this
won the last time the two schools we never got a man to second
we've played wejl," said Pagnozplayed in Houck Stadium; a
16-13 win in 1988.

Kick off..

11004obsel
1. Beediented
2. MINGO
3. ftweelltile
4. Neaust GOWN
6 Edinger Uoiyel
6. Cumbellsed
7$ollsino
& Heath
& Gerrard Ca.
10. PIO
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MURRAY STATE
at Southeast Missouri State
Thursday, Sept. 3 at 6 p.m.
up two days to avoid the Labor Day weekend and possibly
OU1CKLY;The game ,originally scheduled for Sept.5 but moved1-AA
schools.

draw additional fans,is the 1992football season opener for NCAA Division

FREE MEDIUM PEPSI

Murray State for a cellar finish in the
SOMETHING TO KNOW League coaches and sports information directors voted
and they tabbed Southeast Missouri
Day,
Media
OVC
at
6
Aug.
announced
poll
pa-season
a
in
Conference
nine-team Ohio Valley
Tennessee,(3)Morehead State,(4)Austin Peay,(5)
to place seventh in the standings.Other picks(1)Eastern Kentucky,(2)Middle
Tennessee State,(6)Tennessee Tech and (8)Tennessee-Martin.

With Purchase Of A 2 Pc. Combo

289KFC

$
Thru
'Coup"
Dec. 31, 1992

in the Indians'season
SOMETHING OF NOTE Murray States only league win last year came against Southeast Missouri
finale Nov. 16 and the first-ever OVC game between the schools.

Good

a

1991 RECORDS/RESULTS

Compliments of

David L.
Harrington
County Attorney

OUTHEAST !MISSOURI t3-II overall, 3-4 OVCI
Southern Bknots•Carbondak,27-28
A 31Ten/team-Mann,29-36
S 7'Eastern Kentucky. 749
S14limas State. 7-42
S21'at Austin Peay, 21-24
S21_
Samford. 24-48
Q5Terms= Tarn 31-31
012'Tennessee State, 37-34
019'at Mid& Tennessee,0-52026'Morehead 9ate. 17-16
N 9N 16 -- °at 3Iurray State, 10-14

M It it.A 11 STATE (14 overall. I4 OVC1
Southern IlhacasCarbovdale, 27-31
S 7Wesern ICenturky. 0-14
S14FAS1C Mom.3B-27
521'at Micklc Tenressee. 3-35
531*at rammer Susie. 7-33
05Tennessee-Martin.4044
012 'Morehead Slate. 10-20
019Tennenee Tech,/45
N 2'Eastern Kenrucley. 17-42
N9N16 - *Southeast Missouri, 14-10
'sr Avis, Peay.o-r7
N 2.3-

KFC
205 N. 12th St. Murray

GOOD LUCK RACERS!

'OVC„mme

Missouri -- John
THE COACHES: Murray State -Mike Mahoney(sixth season,21-32-1 overall and 12-19 OVC).Southeast
(1-0).
Mumford
and
(2-1)
Missouri
Southeast
vs.
Mahoney
OVC).
Siumford (third season, 10-11 overa1 and 3-4
1988
THE SERIES: Murray State leads 2/3-1 but Southeast Missouri won the last pme pla ted at Cape Girardeau, 16-13 in the
season The Indians rallied from a 13-6 deficit in the fourth period in'88 to post their first win over the Racerssince 1978.
LAST MEETING;Senior tailback Chris Sypho ran 25 yards for &touchdown and junior quarterback Tremaln Lewis passed
22 yards to freshman tight end Joa Ross for another as Murray State edged Southeast Missouri, 14-10,last year at Murray.All of the
scoring came in the first half, with the lndiansgetting on the scoreboard first on a seven-yard passfrom senior quarterback Eric Cohn=
to senior split end Darrell Phlion. The last points came 41 seconds before intermission, when Indian sophomore Eric Zimmerman
kicked a 29-yard field goal. Three plays before Zimmerman's fielder,SEMO had a first down at MSU's one.

Busch

Bud, Bud Light,
and Bud Dry

$1199
24 Count
Loose Cans

$669 12 Pack

- rMINIT MART
'-"
.6,-_-•irs

1111ki_ARZIS

1111

WHEN MINUTES MATTER

Don Shaw-klanagor
Hwy. 641 South, Puryear TN

SIN11SDCA„1„1,E6DIELR_JMJALANCLER_Qh1..2.1

901-247-5599

ENVINUTES MATTE P WHEN MINUTES MATTEP WHEN

Touch Down at Big B for
all your cleaning needs.
753-9525
C-3

Central Shopping Center
In front of Wal-Mart

Mon.-Fri. 6:304 p.m, Sat. 6:30-2 p.m-

TOTAL OFFENSE
lasaslo Le.is (MSU)
Jams Uky(SEMO)

All Yds Ms
336 1395 12
184 806 4

PASSING
Tresissia Le.sis (MSU)
Jams Wry(SENO)•

As-Ccimp Yds Ms
1157 9
239-97
LS 2
15643

RECEIVING
Aar*. Layses (SEMO)
Clean Krupa (SE)40)
DeTW Itsdosond (MSU)

Roc
43
35
23

Yds
440
245
398

IDS
3
2
0
3

RUSHING
Waynee McGowan (MSU)
Dave Cos (MSU)
Timmy Bland (MSU)
Tresmin Lewis (MSU)

Alt Yds
101 453
93 443
67 297
10723*

SCORING
Erie Zirsernensisa (SEMO)
Chas Dill(MSU)

Ms EN PG. Pu
0 22-24 7-11 43
0 16-17 6-14 34

ID'
2
1
2

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

PROBABLE STARTERS
MURRAY

TE
LT
LG
RG
RT
SE

QB
LH B
RH B
F

ODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

0L B
LE
LT
RT
RE
01.11
IL
IL B
LC B
RC B

SOUTHEAST

STATE

MISSOURI

DEFENSE

OFFENSE
Jeff Stokes, 6-2, 210, Sr
24
64 Sean Coleman, 6-41, 255, So
73 Marcus Kimbrell, 4-2, 265, So
66 Bill Christmas, 4-5, 245, So
74 Marcus Perry, 6-6, 2S3, Sr
55 Norman Mims, 6-3, 255„ Jr
1 Da.iel Redmond, 6-3, 19S, Sr
II Tremain Lewis, 6-0, 194, Sr
39 Timmy Bland, 511, 11111, So
17 Wayne. McGowan, 3-9, 170, So
F7 Dave Co., 5-11, 255, Jr

0L B
•
N G
•
OL B
IL B
IL B
LC B
RCB
SS
FS

DEFENSE
51 Fred Dais, 64, 200, Jr
44 Mike Swayda, 6-2, 240, Sr
72 Stott C
, 6-3, 251, Sr
92 Ste., Rokusek, 6-8, 268, Sr
50 Kevin Gibbs, 6-1, 241, Sr
83 Mel.in Aldridge, 6-3, Ill, Sr
26 Martin Diehl, 3-1/, ilk So
54 Jimmy Stratton, 44, 225, Jr
16 Eric Ingram, 5-11, 175, Sr
7 Michael Reid, 5-11, 175, Sr
9 Tyrone Young, 6-1, 183, Sr

SE
LT
LG
•
RG
ST
W R
W R
W R
QB
RB

36
91
Si
95
6
62
90
30
25
17
21

Tony Hammack, 6-2, 220, Sr
Mark Munich, 6-4, 270, So
Chris Pickett, 6-2, 245, Sr
Doug Berg, 6-3, 260, So
Anthony Carter, 6-1, 230, Sr
Joe Divis, 6-1, 225, Sr
Claude Sanders, 6-8, 235, So
Sieve Bryant, 5-10, 180, Sr
Tim Felton, 5-7, 165, Jr
Derrick Smith, 6-1, 195, Sr
James Chinn, 6-0, 1/15, Sr

OFFEN-SE
3 John Howse, 5-7, 160, Jr
76 Dave Stukenberg, 6-3, 280, So
61 Mike Hodge, 6-2, 285, Sr
54 Brandon Norman, 6-2, 255, Sr
60 James Conlon, 6-3, 275, Sr
75 Shawn Corbett, 6-5, 210, Sr
8.3 Glenn Krupa, 6-1, ID, Sr
4 Aaron Layton, 5-11, 170, Jr
9 Dante Wright, 5-8, 151, Sr
13 Jason Li ley, 6-2, 185, Sr
29 Kelvin Anderson, 5-10, 185, Se

619 S. 4th

St. • 753-6831

641 SUPER SHELL
"Service is our business"

Haul Box Store Carrying Everything
You Need To Move

Shell

24 Hour Towing Service
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

753-9131

Home Office Omaha. NE

DS

SPECIALISTS
6 Erik Lombard, 6-1, 170, Fr
41 Taylor Colby, 5-11, no, Sr
64 Bill Christmas, 6-5 , 24S, So and
61 Chad Most, 4-1, 234, Sr

•
4)S

From One
Winning Tam

SPECIALISTS
1 Eric Zimmerman, S-11, 175, Jr
If Derek Norton, 6-1, 210, Jr
56 Brent Brune, 6-1, 235, Jr

to Another:

MSU PERSONNEL UPDATE:If Chris Dill isn't available, freshman Erik Lombard will handle all of MSU's kicking duties
against Southeast Missouri . With Beau Brown out, senior letterman Eric Ingram will start at left cornerback,while Michael Reid,
another senior letterman,will start for Ingram at right corner. Ingram made seven starts last season;Reid saw limited garne action and
worked some at wide receiver.
THE LAST TIME;Murray Stale and Southeast Missouri last met in a season opener for both schools in 1983,a 25-11 Racer
post a 7-4 record that season and were 4-3 in OVC play. MSU amd SEMO last met
victory at Ow Girardeau.The Racers went
in the Racers'season opener in 1986,a 4247 Murray State triumph at Cape Girardeau.The Racers woo the OVC championship that
season with a6-I record and logged a 7-4-1 overall worksheet.They participated in the NCAA Division 1-AA playoffs in '86.

onto

MURRAY STATE ON RADIO/TELEVISION;WRLN-FM (1017)in Murray is the originating station of MSU athletics and
minutes before kickoff. Other stations carrying the games are WCBLbroadcasts al Racer
Mayfield and WPKY-FM (104) in Princeton. Neal Bradley
AM (1290)and
(color)comprise the V./1LN broadcast team. Murray State games may also be beard anywhere in the
(play-by-play)andS.
access code o( 2610. The cost is
United States this year on TEAMLINE by
approximately$40per game.MSU game higlifights maybe seat on the MurrayState FootballShow carried each Sunday night at 1030
on WPSD Telmisles (Chasse!6)1 Paducah. Dave Mader is host Of the 30-minute show. Thursdays Murray State-Southeast
Missouri game is being televised on RISI/Psx EI is Cape Girardear.
-•

foothel gamma. Each broadcast begins 30
wcaurt4(1023) in Demos, WYMC-AM (1430)in
Iticluasia
calling 1410044647N and entering the MSU
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CAR WASH
* OPEN 24 HOURS
* ATTENDANT ON DUTY 7 DAYS
A WEEK FROM 8 A.M.-4:30 P.M.
* NO WATER
SPOTTING
* FOAM
BRUSH
*
HEATEDFLOORS
0
* 3 SELFrx
SERVE BAYS
* AUTOMATIC
759- 1544
BAY
Main St., Murray

WASH
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By the end of the year, Linderer expects work to be complete
on restoration of the old commissary building.
trees.
Among the myths historian
"The minute they come Walklikes to attack are movie
Elmore
their
in
It
ing in, you can just see
faces," Elmore said. "They're depictions of -frontier times with
won ring: 'Where is the wall?' enlisted men portrayed as inhuman animals and Indians as
nothing but stereotypical maraudElmore said ideas about fronsavages.
ing
televiby
tier forts were shaped
He said when the fort was used
sion and movie portrayals of
pointed-log stockades manned by as an Indian agency to distrishute
soldiers wearing crisp uniforms annuity payments, Indians sometimes peeked into the windows of
and yellow bandanas.
barracks and officers' quarters to
built
In truth, the forts were
around parade grounds and see how the white men lived.
And soldiers and officers often
although some were fortified, the
helped Indians.
other
like
much
buildings were
"These guys weren't bloodconstruction from the same pergoons or anything. They
thirsty
iod, he said.
doing their jobs,"
just
were
struc.
Lamed's
of
Fort
Many
tures have been restored. Inside Elmore said.
• • • •
them, exhibits depict life in the
barracks, post hospital, kitchen (Fort Larned is about 6 miles
west of the town of Lamed, on
and mess hall and officers' quarHighway 156. The fort is
Kansas
livingof
the
some
ters. During
history re-enactments, costumed open daily, except for. ThanksNew
volunteers live in the barracks giving, Christmas and
Year's Day, 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
and officers' quarters.
A "Buffalo Soldier" display Admission is $1 for people ages
In
demonstrates what life was like 17-61, otherwise no charge.
candon the trail for the black soldiers addition to the September
has
of Company A of the 10th Caval- lelight tour, Fort Lammed
Memorial Day
for
events
special
n
collectio
a'
ry. The fort acquired
weekend, the Fourth of July and
of Indian Wars newspaper clipDay weekend. The annual
Labor
pings this year that are on display
as open house is scheChristm
s
ding
officer'
in the comman
Dec. 12.
for
duled
quarters.

Pawnee River and finally walk
onto the fort grounds, which are
obscured from the roadway by

Associated Press Writer

m

1=0

SAVE AG LOT

Prairie history comes back to life
By MICHAEL BATES
FORT LARNED, Kan.
Tucked alongside a sweeping
• bend in the Pawnee River, this
frontier fort is often alive with
the sounds of soldiers.
A blacksmith's hammer clangs
down on horseshoes. Officers
bark orders and a surgeon operates on a clumsy trader who accidentally shot himself.
Fort Lamed National Historic
Site is not an active military post
— but it appears that way during
several special events volunteers
stage each year. The annual September candlelight tour, on Sept.
26 this year, has become so
popular reservations are required.
"When you come out at night
the fort takes on a much different
ce." said Steve Linderappearan
.
er, site superintendent. "You
• have much more of a feel like
you are back in that time. We reenact scenes that really happened.
Because of the darkness and the
sounds of the fort, it's just much
more realistic."
The fort's 10 Dakota sandstone
and timber buildings look much
as they did when the central Kansas fort was in use from 1859 to
.1878. About 50,000 people a year
-"visit, half of them from Kansas.
"I would say it's probably still
preuy well undiscovered," said
George Elmore, fort historian.
With the designation of the
Santa Fe Trail as a national historic trail and plans under way
for a new $4.9 million visitor's
center, fort officials are aiming to
double their visitor totals.
The fort was one of the guardians of the Santa Fe Trail. Originally called Camp Alert, it was
the northern anchor of the line of
forts built from Kansas through
Texas to guard the southwest
frontier.
Although it had a fortified
blockhouse and rifle ports in
other buildings, the fort never
came under direct attack. But in
1864 Kiowa Indians staged a raid
that cost the fort 172 horses and
mules, Elmore said.
Many visitors have a reaction
• of surpfbe-when they cross the
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FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m., Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun.• Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

Halstead 16 Oz.

ubba Cola

Pork N' Beans

3 Liter

89

PORK
0
iitAr

J Higgs

!11.211161MOLIIIIIII

29'
Chuck Light

Tuna

Potato Chips

6 1/2 Oz

.0.59'
ueeze

Farm Fresh Fryer

Mustard

Leg Qtrs.

29'

Lb.

HUMPHRIES & ASSOCIATES
MORTGAGE COMPANY

Kindle

Dinner Franks

Charcoal
$ 79
20 Lb.

RESIDENTIAL
MORTGAGES
Up to 95% Conventional Financing
Direct Endorsenipnt FHA and VA Lenders
15 to 30 Year Fixed or adjautable

Field
DINNER
FRANKS

•

CHECK OUR

RATES
1846 Broadway
Paducah, Kentucky 42001
Call Kenny Rose
1-800-326-7634
(502) 442-9929

Harper or Clifty Farms

Prairie Farms

Fruit Drink

County Hams
$149

EQUAL MUMS
LENDER

Lb

Xtra Value

Prairie Farms Lite or

Beef Patties
$ 99

Sour Cream

5 Lb. Box

89

16 Oz.

Sliced American

Cheese
5 Lb. Box

Sliced Field

Sliced Field

Bacon
$139
Field Kentuckian

Bologna h
16 Oz.

$139
Fresh California

Broccoli

Potatoes

88'
Russet

I Can Live With Harry's
Snoring, But It Scares Me To
Death When He Stops.
Last night at 2:13 a.m.. Harry Sears

stopped breathing. And his wife's nightmare began again.
Harry suffers from sleep apnea. a condition that causes him to snore loudly most
nights. But worse, sometimes he actually
stops breathing. For a minute at a time, or
longer.-Which terrifies his wife.
And, of course, prevents either of them

99
4
$

sleep disorders. including

insomnia. Narin people of all
king.
sleepwal
and
colepsy
ages.
That's good news to those of you who
experience these problems, a group whose
ranks are

growing locally at a rate of 30%

a year.
Once diagnosed, these

from getting much sleep.
But there is help. The prokssionals at
the Diller Regional Sleep Disofders Center,
at Lourdes Hospital, are trained to recognize sleep apnea, as well as many other

bLOURDES
HOSPITAL
The

Cabbage

Potatoes

conditions can often be easily corrected. Mid a good night's
sleep restored. For everyone involved. But
the first step is to call the Diller Regional
.
Sleep Disorders Center at Lourdes Hospital

Fresh Crisp

Carrots

502-444-2660.
Do it now. It's time you got some rest.
A Member cef the Metry Health System
1530 Lane Oak Road. Paducah. kv 42003

rt and MInd of Healthcare
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Diocese says no miracle occurred,
but some of the visitors disagree

Sufferers of rare disease examined at unusual clinic
•

DETROIT (AP) — From
"floppy" babies with dislocated
hips to people grateful to have
lived to 50, the group of patients
who gathered at Hutzel Hospital
had something in common: The
collagen "glue" that is supposed
to hold their bodies together
doesn't.
A little-known disorder of the
connective tissues. Ehlers-Danlos
syndrome creates loose connections in its victims' bodies: ligaments that stretch, tissues that
tear and joints that easily
dislocate.
The condition, often inherited,
affects an estimated one in 5,000
people. It often is misdiagnosed.
Seven-year-old Stephanie
Hicks was lucky enough that her
:35e was discovered early. The
Louisville, Ky., girl was born
vvith a dislocated hip, had surgery
it age 6 and spent 10 weeks with
her torso and most of one leg in a
,a5e.
This

is lucky?
Ehlers-Danlos children also
,:an damage themselves easily —
tor example, with finger tricks
like bending a pinky back until it

is flat against the hand.
Mark Lavallee was diagnosed
at age 3. Now 24, the Penn State
University medical student never
let the igobility of his joints or
the fragility of his skin slow him.
He used weightlifting to overcome his tendency to dislocate
joints. He has worked as a
firefighter.
But he paid for his tenacity. He
has spent a lot of time at the plastic surgeon's office and has
severe scarring.
Bonnie Harp, of Phoenix,
Ariz., is happy to have beaten the
odds and lived to age 56. For
four generations, some of her
relatives have died in their 40's
because of the syndrome.
Harp has had operations for
collapsed lungs. pulmonary
embolisims, spinal and gynecological problems. "I've been
called a freak many times," she
said.
Tfiere were many dramatic stories earlier this month among 78
volunteers at Hutzel Hospital.
People told of spontaneous bleeding and multiple surgeries,
.careers derailed and parents

wrongly accused of aftsing patients. But as doctors at those
children who bruise at the light- meetings listened to patients "it
became obvious that what we
est touch.
Sufferers from across the knew about was a tiny fraction'of
United States and Canada came what • we ought • to know about
to the hospital for a clinic, to be EDS," said Mark Evans, a gyneexamined by professionals from cologist and geneticist at Hutzel.
Evans, along svith Nancy
five medial specialties in order to
establish a data base about the Rogowski, who created the
foundation, and Dr. Pctros Tsimysterious syndrome.
The disorders that make up the pouras of the University of Consyndrome have an array of symp- necticut in Farmington. planned
tons bewildering to doctors as the clinic.
"We generated more data
well as patients, differing among
Ehlers-Danlos in -these
about
synthe
of
the 10 known types
drome and among individual three, days than has ever been
known in the history of the
•
patients.
Patients ranging from 1 year to world," Evans said..
Although Evans said he sees
over 60 were prodded, questioned
potential for a cure for
orgalimited
project
a
and measured in
nizers said was the first of its, Ehlers-Danos, Tsipouras believes
the syndrome may be cured one
kind for any disorder.
The clinic was the fourth annu- day through gene therapy.
• • • •
al conference of the Ehlersmore
information about the
(For
Foundation,
Danlos National
headquartered in suburban Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome, contact the Ehlers-Danlos National
Southgate.
at P.O. Box 1212,
Foundation
provided
Earlier conferences
information and support for Southgate, Mich. 48195.)

Fugitive's battle moves
to federal courtroom
BOISE, Idaho (AP) -- A fugi- court appearance, Weaver called
his wife's death "a horrid, pretive who surrendered after a
deadly 11-day siege at his moun- meditated murder" committed in
taintop cabin pleaded innocent to retaliation for Degan's slaying.
A family friend, Kevin Harris,
federal charges and accused law
been charged with murder in
has
officers of murdering his wife.
slaying.
Degan's
44-year-old
a
Weaver,
Randy
Federal agents had kept Weavwhite supremacist who became a
wanted man after failing to show er and his family under watch at
his cabin since 1991 but hesitated
up for trial 1'4 years ago on
confront the former Green
to
charges of selling sawed-off shotfor fear of endangering his
Beret
Monday.
guns, gave up on
More than 100 law officers had children. The siege began after
surrounded his cabin since an the Aug. 21 shooting.
Former Green Beret Lt. Col.
Aug. 21 shootout in which his
14-year-old son and Deputy U.S. James "Bo" Gritz, the Populist
Marshal William Degan were Party candidate for president,
slain. Weaver's wife, Vicki,. was helped negotiate an end to the
killed in a gun battle the next standoff.
Gerry Spence, the celebrated
day.
Weaver pleaded innocent Tues- defense attorney from Jackson,
day to the weapons and failure- Wyo., said Gritz called him and
to-show -for-trial charges, as well said Weaver would surrender if
as to assault for allegedly shoot- he agreed to defend him.
U.S. Magistrate Mikel Wiling at a federal officer during the
standoff. He was jailed without liams did not immediately rule on
Spence's request to represent
bail for a hearing Sept. 10.
Weaver.
his
after
In a statement issued

at
PEPPERS
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile, Cadillac, Geo, Inc.
1992 Cadillac Sedan DeVille2 to choose from.

1992 Chevrolet Beretta2 to choose from, V-6 engine, automatic, full
power.

1992 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport8,000 miles.

1991 Cadillac Sedan DeVilleWhite, red leather, 28,000 miles.

1991 Cadillac Coupe De VilleWhite with white Cabriolet roof, 15,000 miles,
fully loaded.

1990 Cadillac Sedan De Ville-

7534563

Sapphire blue with blue cloth, 40,000 miles.

1990 Oldsmobile Delta 88-

Installation
and Service

YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICES

Full power, 1 owner, 44,000 miles, Cadillac
trade in.

"We Also Do Window Tinting."

1990 Mercury Sable GS-

1990 Ford TaurusV-6 engine, full power, 48,000 miles, new car
trade.

Calf Today
Professional
Real Estate

W

1990 Dodge D150 LERed with red cloth, full power, 16,000 miles,
V-6 engine, overdrive transmission.

(Mice
Located Inside
Joe Smith Carpet

1990 Chevrolet Lumina Eurosport50,000 miles, four door sedan,-V-6 engine.

"1 want your
real estate business''
'Total Commitment
to Service'

1989 Buick Skylark-

Bat Nance - Broker
(502) 759-1591

.et

TIME I TICKIN
= AWAY=

1989 Chevrolet Suburban-

1992 MODEL
CLEARANCE
SALE

6.2 liter diesel, 38,000 miles, Silverado package, new truck trade in.

1989 Ford Escort LX38,000 miles, Lt. blue With blue cloth, 1 owner.
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1989 Jeep Wranglerislander package, 38,000 miles, white with
grey interior, grey top.
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51,000 miles, black with red interior.
1986 Cadillac Brougham De Elegance1 owner, new car trade, Canyon yellow, beige

leather.
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1986 Chevrolet C10 Silverado-Short wheel base, V-8 automatic, 72,000
miles, red with red cloth.

"WhatevP, s 13kes. vve want to be your car or truck company"
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Authorities believe they have
found the rest of a body whose
leg surfaced Saturday.
Three girls found a leg with an
attached foot and tennis shoe
along the Ohio River at Cox's
Park in Jefferson County.
Louisville firefighters engaged
in a diving training exercise with
Louisville police on Tuesday
found a submerged van at Cox's
Park. While checking inside the
van, which had been lying on its
side, the divers found a body in
the rear of the van.
Bloated after being under
water for six months, the body
"would've floated around in the
van after the person died,"
explained Louisville Fire Department Major Larry McCoskey.
McCoskey said there was no
way to know if the badly decomposed body is that from which
the leg came.
But a Clarksville, Ind., police

dispatcher who declined to be
named says her department thinks
so, pending an autopsy Wednesday by the Jefferson County coroner's office.
Clarksville is just across the
river from Louisville.
The dispatcher said the van
was owned .by James Kunz, 47, a
Clarksville resident who has been
missing since March 11. She said
the corpse's clothing matches that
worn by Kunz when he disappeared on his way to work at the
Ford Motor Co.
Clarksville police Maj. Norman Wiggington said Kunz's
widow has seen a photo of the
tennis shoe that turned up with
the leg on Saturday, and she has
confirmed that the shoe was
Kunz's.
But McCoskey said it was too
early to say anything definitive.
Deputy Coroner Mike Adams,
who was handling the case, could
not be reached for comment.

PEPPERS
600 Tyson mo. • Hart 7118 • Paris, TN Kaarecos.
042-3000 • 1-000-325-3229

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — The
Kentucky Cabinet for Human
Resources has completed an
investigation of a Paducah day
care center.
Childrens' Kingdom Day Care
Center will be able to keep its
license., a cabinet spokesman
said.
The center is licensed to
Gladys Wilson, who was charged
in a 41-count grand jury indictment Aug. 4 with her husband,
Kenneth Eugene Wilson.
Kenneth Wilson was accused
in 38 counts of sexually abusing
a young female relative from
1985 through June 5.
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OPENING SPECIAL
Good thru September 30, 1992

a

Reg. k29.95
*FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment if necessary
•Linkage Adjusted
*Throttle Pressure Checked
*Fluid
*New Pan Gasket
•Clean filter

$19
95
'Murray
200 N. 4th

753-6577
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Trans-Tune Special
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BAKER
KE
HOMES, INC.
Hwy. 79 E., Paris, TN

Human resources spokesman
Brad Hughes said licensing officials interviewed staff members
at the center who had worked
there for three years.
"The staff could only remember (Kenneth Wilson) being at
the day care center twice, both
time to repair broken plumbing,"
Hughes said.
Hughes said Kenneth Wilson
was ordered to stay away from
the center by McCracken Circuit
Judge BIll Graves.
Commonwealth's Attorney
Tom Osborne said his investigation showed no evidence that any
children at the day care center
were involved in the charges.
a
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1988 Oldsmobile 98 Regendy
Brougham
41-

Clarksville police believe
body, leg from same victim

Paducah day care
allowed to keep license

Platinum silver, garnet cloth interior, 36,000
rhfles.

Four door,charcoal with grey cloth,full power,
20,000 miles.

COLD SPRING, Ky.(AP) — Some of the throng gathered for a
predicted appearance by the Virgin Mary said they did see her, but
the bishop said no miracles occurred in St. Joseph Church.
Thousands of people waited inside and outside the church Monday night, when an unidentified visionary had said Mary would
appear. Some reported seeing her in pine trees, and others said they
saw a statue weep or their rosary beads turn to gold.
"I am convinced that nothing of a miraculous nature occurred In
St. Joseph Church last evening," Bishop William Hughes of the
Covington Diocese said Tuesday.
The Rev. Tom Sacksteder, diocese spokesman, said the church
was not taking a position on the dozens of incidents reported by
people gathered outside the church.
The faithful flocked to the church after the Rev. Leroy Smith
said two months ago that an Ohio mystic whose identity he
wouldn't disclose predicted that Mary would visit the Cold Spring
church at midnight on Aug. 31.
Annie Gorman, a 12-year-old from Memphis, Tenn., said she
saw Mary in a pine tree. "She had white hands and glowing lights
around her. I also saw Jesus and the cross."
Nicole Stevens of Anderson Township, Ohio, said: "I saw two
bright lights as I was looking through the trees. I can't say one way
or the other it was Mary."
Scarlett Noel of nearby Florence was one of the 1,500 inside the
church. She said she focused on a statue of Mary and "I think I
Saw tears."
Rose Guasepohl of Florence said she didn't see anything, but
added, "I feel good. I feel like she got her message over to the
people of the United States."
Jean Claus of Pittsburgh said her beads turned from silver to
gold.
Visitors came from as far away as Texas and Alabama, officials
said. Cold Spring is a town of 3,000 in northern Kentucky near the
Ohio state line and about six miles south of Cincinnati.
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Neglect hurting parks, study says

FASTFACTS
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Elderly man still missing from center
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) - An
81-year-old-man walked away
from Life Care Center of Padu-

cah more than a week ago and
hat not returned, center officials
said.

.15% Cash Discount
On All Prescriptions
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'Medical Claims Service
Information
•PCS •Medimet
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DINETTE SETS
Startinq at

$199

109 S. 4th St.

As Low As

'49
SOLD IN SETS ONLY!

Charlie Crane was a resident of
the Personal Care Unit at the center and was allowed to leave the
facility if he checked out at the
front desk, officials said.
Crane checked out on Sunday,
Aug. 23, and returned but left
again, said Marilyn Ingram,
executive director at the center.
Crane's sister, Rose Stroud,
said she wasn't surprised by her
brother's disappearance.

HOLLAND DRUGS

Bob Dunn, R.Ph.

BEDDING

•

Stock Market
Report

753-1462

She says Crane recently told
her he was going to visit friends
in Benton, Ark. Authorities there
have been notified that Crane is
missing.

FALL IS THE BEST TIME OF YEAR
FOR IMPROVING YOUR LAWN.
Call Us TODAY For Details On Our
Fall Seeding Specials!

TurfCare

your lawn care professionals
Furniture and Mattress
Open Mon -Fri. 9-5, Sat. 10-3

202 S. 5th St

Murray

753-4872

753-1320

f

•

Prices as of 9 AM
Price

Chg,

Dow Jones Ind,
DJIA Previous Close---32.5733
ite
Air
4214 mac
AT&
• V1
Bell South
Brigp & Stratton...-. 433/4 - 1/5
4
3
Chrysler.--....--.......191/4 • /
4 + 1/1
3
26/
Dean Foods
• 3/4
Fisher Price
• i/3
Ford
.Geaeral Dectr,4 c.---..737/8 • lie
General
mac
Goodyear..-----_.-621/e • 3/1
• 1/2
IB
Ingersoll Itand.......--.-261/s • Vs
• 1/4
mac
K U
« I.
Kroger
mac
- 3/4
J.C.
Peoples First•-...-...3211 323/4A
4
3
Quaker Oals-----..397/1 •/
Schering-Ploagh.........-S914 • th
41/4 • Ve
Texaco...........-.........-.6P/e mac
4 • Vs
3
Waraer....-_-.103/
• Vs
57 - 1/4

'Mir Lyons •eraral TAW In 1Na ebert.

Court Squire
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3388
Addlional
Inlormaion
Avalabio
"ftgrel
UPI

/31V)

4
HIWAkD
LYONS

LII-_Ii. Lim be. • boy was ro4 IPC

,111. 41.

-
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Classified

DEADLINES

l'o l'IACE AN AD CALL

Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monclay Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition ,
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
. Wednesday 3 p.m.
Frirlay Edition
- Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
ANNOUNCEN1EN IS
Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Fourql
ti:M14.0YMENI'
Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Busineas Opportunity
Instruction

010
020
025
030
040
050
060
090
100
110

For Sale Or Trade
130
Want To Buy
140
Articles For Sale
150
Appliances
155
Home Furnishings
160
Antiques
165
Vacuum Cleaners
1711
Sewing Machines
180
Sports Equipment
200
Firewood
.
210
220
kikrui
260
jjj& &IP lies

I
TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST

ic

Guaranteed 5 years

It

Monthly income
availabeel

Notice

1 I

AURORA Pizza Magic Ge
nuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches.
gyros. Open all yew at
5pm. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804.

41 4 Fish Day
'
;

100% reinsured!
100% investment
grade assets!

t,

Substantial penalty
for earty withdrawal.
McConnoil

insurance
Murray, KY
7534199
$100 REWARD for information leading to arrest
and conviction of person or
persons that destroyed
soccer gads and flag pole
at the Bee Creek Soccer
Complex during the month
of July. Contact Murray Police Dept. 753-1821.

if

if
r-

VCR ,„Service
d
Vi

Ward-Elkins
753-1713
WANTED: person who
helped young man after
accident on Hwy 280 to
push 1990 white Chevy
pick-up truck off road. Incident occured one week
ago, wound 8:30pm, Sunday night, August 23.
Please contact before
Sept 9 (A.M.). Important
436-2107.

CHANNEL CATFtSH, HYBRID BLUE GILL. Fathead
minnows. Lary, Mouth Be...
Black Crappie and Tripioed
Grass Carp (tor Pond Weed
Control). The MOM Blue Gil
will reach a wsightol 2to 21/2
pounds.
Dellsery WM Be
Illencley, September 14
Al Ti. Foaming Location:

Sadism Maas Coop
Mummy, KY
(IO2)7113.1423
Tess: l030.1 JO um.
Cad your local More to place
your order or cal
Tel Fru, 14004434430

Fish Wagon, Inc.
Route 3, Boy 337-C
Adtat,.:ts 72431

t-ti-a

teal

Lowest rates in
town

753-6910

Knights of Columbus Hall
west to Johnrry Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Hole Roe& right on Sq. Hole Road 1/4 nits
KY 04

lis

1/2
fis
nc
3/1
1/3
1/i
1/1
Inc
l/i
Inc
Inc

ck.

ALL PROCEEDS GO TO CHARITY
753-0466 P0 Box 1033 Murray

FOR RENT
WAREHOUSE OR
STORAGE BUILDING
LOCATED ON INDUSTRIAL ROAD
50x50 with 12x14 overhead door and 1
service door

753-5976
TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be.
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 A.M. Best A- or A+ rated'
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred doliars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
PC

LAS VEGAS
Round trip airfare
3 days and 2 nights

$179.00
double occupancy.
Valid one year.

1-800-477-9864

NURSERY Attendant
needed for Sunday mornings. Some additional.occasions possible. Child
care expenenoe required.
References a must. Send
resume to: First Chnstian
Church, Attn: Nursery, 111
North 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071.

Access Travel
A Division of
Wholesale Travel
Network
MEETING for Rexall all natural products, Sept 8th,
7:00pm at Shoney's, public
irri4Isd. For TOM informa
Non cal 436-2000.

ADOPTION Intelligent, devoted couple most anxious
to give love and a wonderful
future to your newborn All
legal, medical and Ming
expenses pod, Let us help
you. Call collect
516-621-5574.

Ugly Duckling
Rent-A-Car

Moors same at &OM

1/1

Notice

Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toN free:
1400455-4199

PARK RANGERS. Game
wardens, security, maintenance, etc No exp. necessary. For information call
219-769-6649, ext. 7159,
/3arn-8pm, 7 days.
PART-time gymnastic instructor for local business.
753-6705.
WANTED Driver for U haul
to Phoenix, AZ Leave
Sept 27 thru 30, all exCall
penses paid
474-8806
WANTED: Person to fill exciting part-time position
Qualifications.: Computer
experience and typing A
MUST, legal background
helpful; effective
communicator/time manager. Pay commensurate
upon experience. Send resume to: P.0 Box 921,
Murray NO CALLS
PLEASE.
090
Situation
Wanted
CLIP this ad and save
n-home and hospital care
Call Dorothy, 753-5792

CUT this out and save my
number. Do house cleanMN:Work 10 flex- ing, call Betty, 474-2131, or
A
ible hours per week, can leave message Have
earn $150, showing CREA- references.
TIONS skin care and cosmetics by Stanley Home MODELS. Professional,
Products. Fragrance free non-professional.
and hypo-allergenic For in- Photographer/Agent for
formation send mane and MODEL SEARCH MAGAphone number to L. Story, ZINE,a new, national publi1503 Chaucer Dr Murray, cation is currently interviewing for photo submisKy. 42071.
sions to the magazine. All
AVON Reps. needed, up to accepted applicants will be
50% commission, $20 kits, published No fee required
free gift, door to door un- For information call Wayne,
necessary. Asst. Mgr., 437-4041 day or night.
1-800-866-2243.
Must be 18 years of age.
DO you need a JOB, or do
SEWING jobs wanted, inyou need help in making
cluding formal wear.
positive advances for the
753-1061.
future? We have 22 JOB
bepeople
for
OPENINGS
WILL care for children in my
tween the ages of 16-22 home, Mon.-Fri. Sam-6pm
years, if you are not in Experienced and referschool. Call 753-9378 five ences 753-7495.
days a week between
8:00ern-3-00pm We we an WILL do housecleaning or
EOE. This project a funded office cleaning 753-4404
by the Western Kentucky WILL stay with sick or el
Private Industry Council- derly, any shift, experience
JTPA,
and references Call
HEALTH Aids. Vending 753-4590.
route. Big profits. Call
American Defender, 24 hrs.
100
1-800-858-3933. Min.
Business
Invest
Opportunity
IMMEDIATE opening for COCA-Cola/Pepsi Cola
experienced desk clerk. route, $100,000 annual poApply at Days Inn, 641 tential Requires $17,800 to
South, Murray Apply in start. 1-800-825-2573
person only.
MATURE, dependable receptionist needed for busy
law office Accurate typing
skills required Computer
experience helpful but not
necessary Must have
pleasant personality and
ability to deal with the
public Must have reliable
transportation Send resume to P0 Box 187,
Murray, KY
SINGLE woman needed to
provide live-in attendant
duties for disabled professional woman Room and
board pka salary (Paducah) Call Kathy at
554-8709

Produce Nos Ntided.
Experience preferred
AP01 at
Owens Food
Market
No Phone Coils

Display Ads
40% Discount 2nd Run. GO% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Penod I
- $1.75 per column inch ectrs for Tuesday.

3"

6"
5"

4"

Days

1"

2"

1

5.00

10.00

2

8.00

16.00 24.00 32.00

16.00 20.00

30.00 40.00

'T'

25.00 30.00 35.00

8"

10"

40.00 45.00 50.00

40.00 48.00 56.00 64.00
50.00 60.00

9"

72.00 80.00

70.00 80.00 90.00 100.00

3

10.00 20.00

4

15.00 30.00 45.00 60.00

75.00'90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5
6

18.00 36.00 54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

TRAN Sl'ORTAI It IN
Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Yard Sale $7.50 Pet Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
251 per word $.5.00 minimum 1st day.
fir per word per day for each addiuonat consecutive day
$1.75 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

ANTIQUES by the piece or LET us make your clothes.
collections Call 753 9433 alter and repair Uniforms
after 5pm
and sportswear, rentals,
BUYING 12" 1960's GI gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Joes 492-8103
Square, 1608 N 121, Murhome
mobile
CASH for
ray. 753-6981
tires $7-$12 each.
LOSE weight easily, the all
436-2578
natural way, without feeling
CASH paid for good, used hungry or deprived. It
rifles, shotguns, and pis- works! Money back guartols. Benson Sporting antee. For information call
Goods, 519 S. 12th, 436-2000.
Murray.
MILUONAIRES MILUONOLD ORIENTAL RUGS AIRES, PANGBURN'S
WANTED, any size or con- CANDY IS BACK IN MURdition. 1-800-443-7740.
RAY. Charlie's Safe-T
TOP dollar for junk cars and Pharmacy.
trucks. 436-5322.
RACK deer block with
USED and antique furni- apple flavor 80 E. Main,
ture, glass, tools, quilts. Keith's Lawn & Tractor.
474-2262, 901-642-6290. RIDING mower, Shp, 36'
cut, runs good, $250. New
150
motor. RCA XL100 tv.color
Articles
remote $125. 492-8254
For Sale
TANDY TL/2 1000 with
BLACK cotee and end color monitor and printer,
table. Rain lamp. Ladies software pkg. $450.
Pulsar watch Portable out 753-2053.
building (14 x20).
USED brick deeded
753-0789.
paleted. 20t/ea. 753-C3621
BOGARD rucking and ex- or 436-2165.
cavating, inc. We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white USED car stereo equip
ment for sale. Call Roger,
rock, rip rap. 759-1828.
9am,-5pm, 753-5273.
DOUBLE canopy bed
(white metal wibrass trim). USED office furniture:
Mattresses and bedding in- desks, chars, file cabinets.
cluded (blue and white See at 405 South 4th St. or
gingham bedspread ca- call 753-7668.
nopy and shams) $150. WICKER sofa, coffee table,
Call 753-7698 after lamps, Conn saxophone,
4 30pm.
guitar and amp., recliner,
machine.
FRESH Kentucky Lake cat- sewing
fish, live or dressed kilurray 753-8615
Bait Co. 753-5693
KILLS FLEAS! By ENFORCER Flea Killers for
pets, home and yard Guaranteed effective Buy EN-.
FORCER at Murray TV
Home and Auto Hardware
North Side .Shopping
Center

USED refrigerators, large
and small, CaN 753-7668
WASHER, dryer, stove,
$125 each. Refrigerator,
regular size and side by
MEDIUM size Ashley wood side. Air conditioner.
stove, good condition, 354-8528
$125. 759-1431.

270

Noes
FuntlaNngs

Business
Services

44 RATTAN glass top
table, 4 twisted rattan
chars, dark color, 2 years
okr, new $900, sell for
$400. 753-5264.,

PRIVATE Investigator
D B A Confidential Investigations, Southwde Shopping Center. Suite $102,
Murray, 753 2641

Articles
For Sale

Want
To Buy

20.00 40.00 60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

160

150

140
Help
Wanted

tEffecuve Jan 2, 1991)

Insurance
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

120
230
250
290
530

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
1.403.8 For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

060

YOU Dig Mum field now
open. Al colors, $2.00 to
$4.00 each. Hours:
050
3:30-8!ODpm. Take 94 W to
Lint
turn
Charley Thurman Rd.,
And Fouad
right, 1st house on the right
FOUND Friday 8/28 in Shorall Cornell
ney's parking lot, orange
male cat 6-12 months old
Call Becky 762-4421.

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00

14
15
I/i
3C
1/1

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

020

021

Classified Ad Rates

SE RV It 71ES

Rental
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
Business Rentals
300
310
Want To Rent
320Apartments For Relit
330
Rooms For Rernt
Houses For Rent
340
For Rent or Lease
360

Public Sale
For Trade
Free Column
Wanted
Miscellaneous

410
540
560
570
240

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads
for
for any error. The Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
immedireported
be
should
error
Any
insertion.
incorrect
only one
ately so corrections can be made.

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
REAL ESTATE

FAHN1fritti
Farm Equipment
190
Livestock & Supplies
370
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Feed & Seed
550

021

753-1916

PAGE 9B

COUCH and chair, $130
753-7271
HIDE-a-way bed couch,
$150. 759-9883 after 5pm.
200
Spade
EqUiPment

REMINGTON 1100, 12ga
automatic, 28' modified
barrel, gokl inlay Like new
Shot very hale $325 Call
753-7668
210

AlA FIREWOOD preseason sale. $25/rick delivered. 492-8254.
A FIREWOOD for sale'
437-4667.

PIANO tuning and repair,
753-2099.
PIANO tuning, expert service and repair. John Gottschalk, 753-9600
240

COINS and STAMPS are
popular. A new selection of
stamps is now available at
The Book Rack (in Murray
at Dixieland Shopping Center) and Decades Ago (in
Hazel). These stores also
sell coins, proof sets, silver
dollars, collector supplies
You may alsd visit us at
Toonerville Trolley (in
Hazel), Treasure House
(Soul:I-aide Manor in Murray) and the Mercantile
(Aurora) We buy coins and
stamps and appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S
COINS, 753-4161

alobits
Homes For Sate

BARGAIN shoppers delight! 1991 3bedrm 14x70
Fleetwood. Only $10,900
You pay $600 down and
$140 per month on 10year
loan. Many, many more
new and used bargains
260
now being offered at VolunTN.
teer Homes, Hwy 79 East,
Radio
Paris, Tn 901-642-4466
SONY video 8mm, excel- 'Home of the Unbeatable
lent condition $1050 new, Deal
need to sell, $550
HONEYMOON special!
753-5264 anytime
New 1993 double-wide with
3bedrm Only, $18,900
270
With 9.9% financing and
Mobilo
5% down payment, you pay
Noises For Sale
$980 down and $204 per
12x60, REFRIGERATOR month Must see this home
at Volunteer Homes, Hwy
and stove, Hamlin
79 East, Paris, Tn
436-2523.
901-642-4466
1981, 3BR, 2 bath, all
electric, nice. 489-2332 af- QUALITY build, energy effiter 9am and before 7pm, cient homes at affordable
prices Shop and compare.
1985, 14x70, 313R,
you will find that we have
baths, good; condition. the best homes at the low$9300 Cal 753-4382 days est prices One of the
and nights. 753:3590 Southeast's largest and
nights only.
oldest dealerships Dinkins
1987, 14x70, EXTRA nice, Mobile Homes, Inc., Hwy
must be moved, must sell. 79E, Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891
753-4459.
280
traveler
model
32 PARK
Mobile
Wailer, air and waterbed
Homes For Rent
Excellent for college student, set-up on rental lot 2BR, complete kitchen, di
759-4414.
ring area, full bath, living
room, located in Highland
CUMMINGS Meter Poles Estates in Almo Available
Specializing in mobile now 759-4507
home electric services. 200
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
amp $375 100 amp $325.
electric or gas Walking dis435-4027.
tance to College 753-5209.

1/2 Price Sale
Big-O-Baseball Cards
502 Maple Street
Murray, Ky.
All Inventory will be 1 2 Price for 4 Days.
Sept. 3 Thursday 4.00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Sept 4 Friday 4.00 p m - 8.00 p.m.
Sept 5 Saturday 1:00 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Sept. 6 Sunday 1.00 p.m. - 6 p.m.

ifandparent37
September 13th
Show offyourgrandchildren by inserting their photo in the
Murra Led er & Times Saturda September 12, 1992.
r

COUPON ,--I
Please insert my grandchild(s)
photo in your paper. (Photo
enclosed.)
Name of Child

110

bistmetIon
BANJO lessons, $6 00
753-1487

Name of Grandparents

COMPUTER Technology
Plus, Inc. Computer
courses, seminars, and
computer programming
759-9158

111 .
Kayla & Ben Whitt
Grandparents:
Herbert & Velda Alton
John & Oneida White

Evan Mason

Connie
Smith
Gymnastics
Pall Classes
Beginning
NOW

Larry & Brenda Richardson
Robert & Sharon Mason

ortpgrents_ name of child,
Send photo ;lime •
(maximum of 4 lines) self-addressed envelope for
return of original photo and payment to.

the
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071

Call to sign ups
7134176 or 711847911

4

„

4, ,

"• m"-,
• 4';

• 4
••

„.
;.• •• 1
.4
4 a Ar4

t

1,.1

..P
.

1.•,

•

Enclosed is

$7.00 1st. picture
$5.00 each additional picture
and stamped, self-addressed envelope
for return Lpicture.

Bring in by September 10 (12 noon) to
be published September 12th.

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

,

610

/90
Used
Care

Businses
Rentals

Square Footage
For Lease
Olympic Plaza
Shopping Center
For. More
Information

Call 753-7193
or 753-9469

BAY 6 year old gelding.
14 2 hands, rides and
drives. gentle deposition
$1000 Days 753 4845
Evenings 435-4181

Rumage Sale
Held by S.D.A.

DONKEYS, all sues and
colas. let run with cattle,
helps keep coyotes away
753-6475 days 753-9918
nfahls
HUDSON Company Sad
dies. Bodies 8 Horse sup
plies 7534545 759-1823
753-6763

old
Church,
Hendrix Grocery Bldg. Next to
corner of S. 121
& Glendale Rd.
Sept. 3rd, 4th,
6th & 7th
- 5 p.m.
a.m.
8
Household items,
lot of misc.

360

HOME with moans Six 1981 CHEVROLET Camrooms 3br. 2 bath, aro, sharp' 492-8475
screened and carpeted pa1982 BUICK Regal, V-6,
tio, all electric built-in
enVfm. cruse, Wt.
whew
Segekitchen, central h/a
wheels blue intenor.
Rally
rate entrance to upstairs, 4 95xxx miles 753-5420 alroom and bath sot newly
ler 5orn
decorated for rental
to
reduced
site
acre
1984 MERCURY Cougar.
$49900 759 1122
priced' to sell 436-2948
LOOK at me, Bock home
large lot 3 bedroom 2
bath central ha priced to
sell upper $50s Prohis
s.-onal Real Estate
759 1591 day or night

Services
Mend

Seals
Motors

CARPORTS for car and
trucks Specie/ saes for
motor homes, boats. RV's
and etc. Excellent protec-

21' PONTOON boat with
'35HP Johnson motor
42000 In the water, ready
to go 489-2609

42" CATAMARAN house

boat, completely recondi
tioned in 1990 Chevy twin
engines, new Westerbeke
generator, new fly bridge.
dual coned*, loaded with
1984 NISSAN Pulsar, while all the extras 753-5976
w/red interior. $1500 Cal days, 436-2795 nights
after 5pm, 474-2111
EXTRA nice used 24 ft
1984 NISSAN 203SX. auto Pontoon boat with 85HP
aft!!
or/cid Lots of extras $2450 motor Call 436 2626
7pm
753-0783

PAINTING interior and ex
lector Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625

tion high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill, 759-4664

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
stared. Estimate available,
759-4690.

PLUMBING repairman with
r,
same day service. Call THWEATT'S Generato
Alternator and Starter Ser.
436-5255
All
CHARLIE Davidson
vice, Route 1. Almo, KY
types of roofing and re
PLUMBING - Free esti- 753-8742.
pairs Torch down rubber mates Affordable rate.
REPAIR: Wood VCR
roofing 753-5812
Same day service. Al work VCR
Service Center, deaning.
d.
492-8816
guarantee
y
Chimne
CHIM Chant
servicing $15; most repairs
Sweeps has 10% senior MITCHELL Paving, 'over $35. New location: Route 1,
citizen discounts We sell 30 years experience.' Al Alma. Open 9-12, 1-5,
chimney caps and screens your asphalt and seal coat- Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
435-4191
ing needs Backhoe, excaWET Basement? Water
COLSON'S Home Repair vating ;arid hauling. under house, we guarantee
.
or
753-1221
'
753-1537
Remodeling, carpentry.
to stay dry. Morgan and
painting and plumbing
Son Construction. PaduROGER Hudson rock haul- cah, KY., 442-7026,
436-2575 after 5pm
ing, gravel,sand,dirt, drive1-800-242-3265
COUNTERTOPS. custom
way rock 753-4545
Homes, trailers. offices
753-6763
Wulft's Recovery, Murray
SEPTIC TANK SERVICE.
436-5560
Repair, replacement, new
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating installation, pumping, sewCompuppies
and Cooling Service
ers, footings, basements. FREE 6 wk. black
plete installation and ser- Backhoe-loader service. Cocker Spaniel mix
Call Gary at BRENT ALLEN, 759-1515. 435-4620 after 4pm.
v ice
759-4754
ApSEWING machine repair FREE hay for cutting.
DIAL Builders New add- Kenneth Barnhill, proximately 15 acres of
fescue & clover. North city
bons, new homes, pole 753-2674
limits- Call 753-7868.
barns total remodeling No
SHEETROCK finishing,
fob too small 436 5272
textured ceilings. Larry
DON'T wait until the last Chnsman 492-8742.
minute, start your fall cleanup now Clearing, hauling, SUREWAY Tree 8. Stump
gutters cleaned, any other Removal. Insured with full
odd fobs that you've been line of equipment Free esputting off 753 8461 timates Day or night.
753-5484.
mornings

NEW 3 or 4ret LR DR 2
1984 PONTIAC Phoenix
baths central ria wok-in
2-door, loaded, 83xx x
SE,
CL soil cleaning range
530
$1500 OBO Call
miles,
chocolate
old
MONTH
3
To Rant
• Sonless
REALTY of microwave dishwasher, 489-2609
UD
KOPPER
and white AKC Cocker
ol disposal oak cabinets
range
Mend
complete
a
lers
puppy needing a home
)BR or large 2br in Murray
Real Estate services with a over 2000 sq ft , only 1984 SILVER corvette
ntry yard
TOWN/cou
annual lease need Oct 1
1
$55 901-782-3513
A
or
5561
high miles, serious vigor
wide selection of quality $69 750 753
:all 7599'9
es only. $7,000 753-4122 mowing landscapingtree
all prices 759 1610
AKC registered Rottvreikir homes
trimming,tree removal.light
after 5pm
pups for sale or trade
753 1222
NEW house for sale at
hauling Free estimates
320
492 8887
1985 CHRYSLER Fifth Av
RE MAX Properties Ltd 1900 Melrose in new subck
Tim Lamb, 436-2528
Aperaments
Rd
mi
enue, tour door, high
BOO Peffin Paul Dailey vision west of Doran
CHINESE Sher Pei pup
kw Boat
laage, excellent condition, Al TREE Service Stump
Bob Haley Jean Bad Bel 3br 2 baths lots of closets
pies melees and females
removal and spraying Free
private
garage
oversized
1 2, 3 or 4BR furnished $250 cash
SOLD
$3,000 436-2261
only
753
502
Alf Center
753-0906 after
estimates
3903
753
courtyard
apartments nice near unt 901 247-3354
1 800369.5780
1986 SHELBY Daytona 5pm, 759-9816, 753-0495
vorsity 753-6111 daytime,
liege
bath,
NICE 4br 2
Turbo .Z $4000. 080
HAVE an obedient sate
753-0606 nights
A-1 TREE removal 8 tree
kitchen dining room large 435 4619
dog for show or home
Lets
trimming Light hauling
ac gas heat. partally Classes or pavate lessons
loving room combination
1987 DODGE 600, auto • odd pbs Free estimates
For Sae
furnished $150rno plus Serving Murray for over
Large den laundry room
pslpb, air, good condition. 436-2102, ask for Luke
storoutside
depost 409 N 5th
closets,
12yrs 436-2858
LAKE Front Possibly the large
489-2609
$2250
won
362 7533
age carport, storm
MINIATURE Pinscher AKC best remaining lot in Cello
paved
doors,
and
Civic, one AA TREE trimming and
dows
HONDA
1987
great
Lake
KY
OR 2br apts near down- Reg 4mos old male AN way on
yard. fenced in back-yard
owner excellent condition. yard mowing 436-2102
location
and
slope
view
town Murray 753-4109
4602
435
shots
Lane Call 73xxx mikes 759-9936
ask for Paul
one mile south of Blood 702 Meadow
753-1742 for appointment
PIT Bull puppies for sale
River $45 000 Bob Haley
ex1987 NISSAN Sentra,
ALPHA Builders - Carpentut blooded call 753 4841
RE MAX Properties
OWNER transfered. spa- cellent condition, new tires, try, remodeling, porches, DRYWALL, finishing, re- T.0 Dinh Repair and Mainaous coon floor plan 3br, 2 new stereo and speaker's, roofing, concrete, drive- pairs, additions and blow- tenance, Electrical • CleanREGISTERED Himalayan 753 SOLD •
patio 40 mpg super clean, ways, painting, mainte- ing ceilings 753-4761
HAZEL Apartments Hazel
ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
blue point male kittens
NICE building lot dose to bath plus sunroom
KY is now renting You raised with family Loving country dub I . acres on and bonus room ig den. $2950 obo Call after 5pm, nance. etc Free estimates
Street 753-6111 office,
FENCE sales at Sears 753-0606 after 5pm.
must be 62 handicapped
489-2303
purr sonalities Shots 4 Oaks Rd Call 7533197 central ha. double garage. 435-4004
now Call Sears 753 2310
Ig storiv/insert
fireplace
or oisabieci New 1 and 2er mac $125/ea 247 7155
753 0827
AL'S hauling, yard work. for free estimate for your GENERAL Repair plumb-nits 502 527 8574 for
age bldg satellite doh, 1989 RED Dodge Daytona
ing, roofing, tree work
WOODED building lots iri and all appliances stay 1 one owner, local car, 53xxx tree removal. mowing Free needs
more information Equal
estimates 759-1683
Lynwood Heights City wa• mile east in Maplewood Es- miles $5900 -489-2524
Housing Opportunity
ing, leveling 436-2642
bushhogg
FOR
tar natural gas cabievi
tates Subdivision $79 900 CAR Stereo Installation ANY remodeling, building, din or gravel and seeding
'sEW dup;ex available
sion 3 3 10 miles on 94 759-1867
753-0113. Sunset Boule- painting. roofing Refer- yards. call 753-3413
Sept 1. 2br 21u14 baths all APPLES for freezing can
west abm Murray City Limvard Music Murray's Al
ences 759-1110
located
home
S
appliances furnished. utrtSPACIOU
ning or drying Taking order its
simple interest ft
pine Car Audio Specialist
GERALD WALTERS
by
sale
for
^y with *0 hook up garS
701
16th
at
for apple cider 753 4725 nancirig available
block APPLIANCE REPAIRS
1
Center,
Dixieland
Roofing, vinyl siding, paint2
4br,
required
or
3
Lease
owner Includes
age cock
Factory trained by 3 mapir ing Free estimates 18
McKenzie s Orchard
753 5841 or -753 1566
dorms
MSU
from
mo
$475
-0 pets
baths large FR with firemanufacturers Most parts years experience Local reGOLDEN Delicious apples
place LR DR recreation
435-4235 leave message
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
stock, on my truck All ferences 489-2267.
in
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
U pick $7 00 bushel
room carport and garage
work and parts warranted
hiCE 'br apt near cam- 753 9860
All Types Of:
drive access on
two
with
Sears
By
Ask for Andy at The Ap- GUTTERING
pus partai utaites paid
Vats
tree-covered haff ilCre cor
comand
l
residentia
m Woodworking
Sears
753-2455
Custo
Works
pliance
4110
759-9980 leave message
101 ACRES west of Hazel nor 10t APP(0% 4 000 sq ft 1986 CHEVY Astro van,
mercial continuous gutters
Public
759-1701
undee roof contains 3 100 V 6, auto, aim, cruise, Olt, APPLIANCE SERVICE
'AK:NG applications for
installed for your specificaSais
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
living
space and ample arnim tape, high miles, ex- Kenmore Westinghouse
sector 8 ,ent subsidized
tions Call Sears 753-2310
productive 80 acre
GOOD
•Drop by 8 see our showroom
30. years ex
Whirlpool
in the low
Priced
storage
apartments 1 2 8 3 bed
estimate.
for free
cellent condition $4650
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Senna Bun,y B Mae
farm with brick home to
BOBBY
ce
perien
appointby
Shown
Apts
Hilldale
$90s
'3OrnS Apply
7515040
Dacca barn and large metal ment only Call 753-9830 436-5610
HADAWAY Construction
HOPPER, 436 5848
Ky or cal'
stocked pond topaintbarn
g,
remodelin
Home
fully
DL.
van
1987 ASTRO
502 4.37 4/13 ENO
,
bacco base lovely white SPACIOUS 3bdrm 2 bath loaded, excellent condition,
ROY ing, wallpaper, carpentry
fencing in picture book set- Canterbury home. recently 91xxx miles like new, BACKHOE Servicefloor covering No job too
drive
system,
HILL Septic
ting Located in Tennessee redecorated Ceramic tie $6750 474-0115
small 436-2052
ways hauling foundations
floors and marble units in
only 8 miles south of Mum
759-4664
etc
HOME Improvement SpeChevy
1983
500
size
$132
FULL
ray Offered at
both bathrooms Central
winMLS *4069 Kopperud Re- gas and air unit, new in Conversion van, a/c, BILL'S bath and kitchen cialist Vinyl siding,
Service on all brands window air concitioners
* MALE needs roommate
dows, carports, and patio
exdryers
cassette,
turiffm
ideal
washers
room
roc
cruise
1222
Large
1988
753
alty
freezers
ors
Aloes
sinks.
refrigerat
and
refinishing, tubs
$1 30- rrio plus
for children $99.000 cellent condition, $5500 including porcelin and enclosures 753-0280
microwaves - dishwashers - gas 8'electric ranges
alt 759 9460 leave rnes
157
Paradise'
S
HUNTER
753-9371 after 5pm or fiberglass, cultured marble KITCHEN CABINET RE753 5508 after 5pm
sage ask for Curtis
acre farm xi Tennessee
weekends
Factory Authorized Repairs For:
and formica repair Recolor COVERY existing doors 8
has both mature and young TOTALLY redecorated and
un ,ts Directly
-KelvInstor-Emerson-Brown
Tappan
counterand
for
s
n
appliance
woodgrai
frames with
forest Tendable acreage is renovated 3 bedroom
across from MSU Sleeping
estitops 753-1484
mica, all colors Free
in government set aside home on an acre lot Lofurn , shed
rooms
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
mates Wulff's Recovery
program providing annual cated between Murray and
g250eno includes utilities
BOB'S Plumbing Repair
Murray 436-5560'
income of $5600 Three Kentucky Lake Attractive
753-5341 or 753-1270
plus kitchen, washer and
Service All work guaranponds and abundant wild- home and attractive pnoe
1962 CHEVY 1 -ton dump teed 753-1134
CLEANiryer study and common
CARPET
LEE'S
life MLS $4402 $69 500 $60 s Just reduced Con- truck $750 obo 2 wheel
carpet and
area priviledges OfTlited
SER- ING. For all your
LAWN
S
BRYON
Reobo
at
Kopperud
$100
Realty,
Joan
d
Call
trailer,
Kopperu
tact
and
753-5827
parking References
call
y
upholster
VICE Free estimates
alty 753 1222
753-8997
753-1222
$50 deposit required with 1
estimates
Free
1706 Holiday Dr.
5pm
after
753-4591
year lease No pets
Emergency water removal
1978 CHEVY 4wheel dr
Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
/70
753 8191
ING, backhoe,
BULLDOZ
truck,
work
Good
auto
Air,
1-2-3
Sept.
LICENSED for electric and
$1200 753-0142 before septic system Call Horace gas 753-7203
ROOMMATE wanted to
Nice coats, clothes,
e
Materetels
Sholar, 354-8161 after
12ncon or after 5pm
624 N. 4th St., Murray
1,1 STORY vinyl siding
share 2br duplex nonlamps and accesso4pm
k4cCUISTON Construction.
cusCX500
HONDA
1979
utiliApp
smoker $163 plus
home built in 1989
1984 FORD Ranger, new
753-6374
Add-on, re-roofs, free estiries, flftS, glass, staand
CALL Gallimore Electric for
1600 sq ft L A 3br 2 bath tom Vetter fernngs
ties, a miles from IASU Call
tires and wheels
753-7317,
in front wheel drive
mates.
izing
Special
bed
covers,
condition
lap
dium
excellent
bags,
all of your electrical pro753-9372 after 5pm
plus garage Above ground
435-4414
.
759-9464
tic •Si standard
automa
ive,
4845
753
overdr
$800 Days
linens, Vow pillows,
loots Remodeling, landpool iv/full deck and fence
Ranger XLT,4 scape illumination, secFORD
1988
435-4181
Evenings
s.
ission
transm
water.
city
stripping,
tools,
gas
HING,
Natural
REFINIS
jewelry, power
cyl . 5-speed. loaded, urity, cable and phone custom ''-woodworking
Fluid & Filter
cable 3 3 miles west of
material, lots more.
753-2612
Maxim
nag
$4100
YAMAHA
1982
new
$79 900
lines Now wiring
Murray
753-8056 \
5 most makes tv models
$29.9
l
Specia
650cc low miles $1000
759-9647
1991 GMC Sierra 1500, smart homes Licensed
of
Home
east
COLSON
80
e What We Sell
message
ROCKY
Hwy
leave
bath
Servic
474-2115
We
28R 2
and insured 759-1835
V-8, auto, air, low mileage
Roofing, siding,
2 BEDROOM 1 bath cenRepair
Hardin $250/mo plus de* FREE ESTIMATES *
1988 YAMAHA Big Bear 753-7766 after 5pm
CARPET and vinyl installa- painting, plumbing, contral ha remodeled attrac
posit 31-2-7372818
$3000
er,
-wheel
4
12,000 Mile Warranty
N.
BobMonth
12
Hwy. 121
tree interior 1 5 acres city
crete. Free estimates, Call
1991 NISSAN path finder tion and repairs Glen
after 530
2BR wahser 8 dryer hoober, 759-1247.
d
drive
474-2307
water cable 7 miles north 436-2081
4-wheel
locate
V-6,
SE,
House
near downtown no
$34 500
in Almo
19138 YAMAHA Blaster, 753-0493
just before
pets references 8 deposit
753 2317 after 6pm
looks and runs excellent
ng
enteri
1992 CHOY Scottsdaie,
required 753-8463
New ores arid aluminum
.38R brick, Irving room
V 6. 5-speed with overdColdwater.
of
rear
set
extra
with
wheels
kitchen den, utility 14
rive, manual shift, red, 2400
Watch for sign
wheels
aluminum
and
tires
bath over 2000 sq ft out
miles Call 753-4838 before'
Saturday
Bills pipe and silencer. new
buildings lot 100x250
or alter 5pm
2pm
DG twist throttle Never
10 a.m. -?
$63,900 753 7549
•
to
61000
ride
reedy
raced,
and cis/riper, 1984
TRUCK
';REEKVIEW Self storage
antiques,
Few
detached
with
between
2
home
air
436-564
Center
3BR
power,
Call
on
F-250XL,
FORD
ses
warehou
misc. items.
garage and barn on ap- 8am-9pm
Drive behind Shoney s
and cruise 27' fifth wheel
Cancel If Rain
proximately 5 acres Also
Holiday Rambler States$20 $40/mo 759 4081
1991 YAMAHA Blaster
1100 sq ft log building on
man 1000 753-8937
$1900
er,
-wheel
4
one we Will sell together
753-0492
or separate Located 3
miles west of Kirksey on
16(
464 on Backusburg Rd
Atas
Elm
after
Cal 489-2953
aweless
1991 COACHMAN travel
38R located 6 miles trom NEW bug shields for pick, trailer. 264 ft A bargain
Murray Full basement 5 ups and vans, foreign and 753-6784
ats, private setting
domestic, dear and smoke
520
eat place for kids
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
ant $1950/es Pick-up bed
Bode
6prneller
753-2171
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
mats, $34 5dea Key Auto
& Motors
48R, 2 up, 2 dawn, arat Parts Hwy 121S 753-5500
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
14' JON boat 1979 Evanbeen remodeled, will
SMALL ENGINE TUNE- rude 18hp, new arpet and
Roofing and vieicing
nonce Wah good downpayUP AND REPAIR. Lawn floors, 32Ib thrust trolling
merit 834-7715
mowers lawn tractors, motor, depth finder, trailer
48R home nom Murray power equipment chain 436-2528
City Pk_ Just reduced to saws outboard motors,
boat, 20hp lAer
$35,500. MLS 64374 Cal gas trnmers HOPKINS 14' JON
trailer. $1500
Kopp•rud R•alty, AUTO REPAIR, DEXTER, cury and
345-2623
KY. 437-4641.
753-1222
310

Pees
4 Supple.

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

I APPLIANCE REPAIR I

Garage Sale

Steele-Allbrittent Inc,

Mathis Transmission Service

Yard Sale

YARD
, SALE
SEASON

•

-

RJR HONE REPAIRS

ADVERTISE Your Yard Sale 3 Times and SAVE

Vr

1 insertion
2 insertions
3 insertions
Ads must be paid in advance

'7.50
12.50

15.00

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

FOR RENT
Mini Storage
Sizes
4 X 10
10 X 20
5 X 4
5 X 10
Located behind Pet-tro Gas Station
641 North
753-3195
753-5585

DEADLINES ARE 2 DAYS IN ADVANCE:

1978 SAVAGE bass boat,
115hp Mercury, excellent
condition. $2600
7534679

BY owner, 2-3br. Ir, dr,
kitchen. deck and more
7534049
BY owner. 3bd, 26 bate
k dr, kitchen, fireplace. finshed basement with den
utility 2 car garage outbuilding satellite dish New
aluminum siding $70's
Pine Croeli subd ii Col
dwater Call 489 2972
Shown by appt only
FOR sale in Hazel Altaic
live abd 1 bath house Gas
heet storage building on
large lot Call 492 8593

1968 BUICK LeSabre
2 door, $600 437 4309
1973 CONVERTIBLE Vol
kswagon. yellow. $2250
753- 7414
1979 FORD T Bird ps'pb
cruise lit stereo Excellent
condition 7530775
1980 CHEVY Malibu, runs
excellent, a/c S1200 OBO
436 2136

19118 PliOCRAFT Feh/Mki
boat. Gasp kept, low
hours. Poling motor, in
dash depth finder and 2 live
wells. IiShp Yamaha en
gine. 3 new batteries
$9800 753 0954

Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Mirray Ledger & Times

1989 18/i FT V 4 165hp
Bomber Commander
speed boat Valued at
$10860 Ilsel for 58500
Cal 436 2794 BOW 4pm

Classified Department
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•
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Lo(d.11112, L,t(k
Today is Wednesday. Sept. 2. the 246th day of 1992. There are 420
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 2, 1945, Tokyo time, Japan formally surrendered to the
United States in ceremonies aboard the USS Missouri. World War ll
was over, six years and one day after it began.
On this date:
In 1666, the Great Fire of London broke out. The fire elaimed thousands of homes, but only a few lives, in the several days that it
burned.
In 1789, the United States Treasury Department was established.
In 1864, during the Civil War, Union Gen. William T. Sherman's
forces occupied Atlanta, one day after the Confederates retreated.
In 1901, Vice President Theodore Roosevelt offered the advice,
"Speak softly and carry a big stick," in a speech at the Minnesota
State Fair.
In 1924, the Rudolf Friml operetta "Rose Marie" opened on
Broadway.
In 1972, 20 years ago, Dave Wottle of the United States won the
men's 800-meter race at the Munich Summer Olympics.
In 1985, it was announced that a U.S.-French expedition had
located the wreckage of the Titanic about 560 miles off
Newfoundland.
Ten years ago: Israel's Cabinet unanimously rejected President Reagan's plan for Palestinian self-rule in the occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip, saying it could create a "serious danger" to Israel.
Five years ago: West German pilot'Mathias Rust, who flew a private plane from Helsinki, Finland, to Moscow's Red Square, went on
trial in the Soviet capital. (Rust, who was convicted and given a fouryear sentence, was released Aug. 3, 1988.)
One year ago: President Bush formally recognized the independence
of the Baltic states of Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia. In Moscow, the
Soviet Congress of People's Deputies opened its first session since the
failed coup, taking pp proposals aimed at drastically restructuring the
country.
Today's Birthdays: Author-conservationist Cleveland Amory is 75.
Senate Minority Whip Alan K. Simpson, R-Wyo., is 61. Former Basebat! Commissioner Peter Ueberroth is 55. Football hall-of-famer Terry
Bradshaw is 44. Actor Mark Harmon is 41. Tennis player Jimmy Connors is 40. Actress Linda Purl is 37.
Thought for Today: "Integrity needs no rules." — Albert Camus,
French author and philosopher (1913-1960).

Tee years ago
The Calloway County Extension Office at its new quarters in
the basement of Robert 0. Miller
Courthouse Annex is pictured.
The offices were moved from 209
Maple St., Murray.
M.C. Garrott writes about
Cheryl Reamer, wife of Murray
State University Football Coach
Frank Beamer, in his column,

"Garrott's Galley."
Staff Sgt. lames L. Rowleu is
serving with U.S. Army in Neu
Ulin, West Germany.
Members of the 1921 Football
Team of Murray High School are.
pictured.
Births reported include a boy

to Mr. and Mrs. Danny Graves
Ferguson, Aug. 29.
Twenty years ago
Murray State University has
added a total of 24 new faculty
members for 1972-73 school

year, according to Dr. Harry
Sparks, president.
Steve Beauy, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Durwood BeaUy, Jerry Bur-

ner and Max Hughes was senior

winner of District 4-H Tractor
Driving Contest at Prinecton on
Aug. 30. They will particjipate in
keen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Aaron the Kentucky Tractor Driving
Burkeen, and Kathryn Hardie, Contest at the State Fair this
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wayne month.
Hardie, are local top freshman
John Sanderson, son of Mr.
scholarship winners enrolled at and Mrs. Voris Sanderson of
Murray State University.
Murray, will show slides and talk
Vickie Sanders and Roy Keith about his summer work with the
Knight were married recently at Mountain Youth Team in Eastern
Coldwater Baptist Church.
Kentucky at Memorial Baptist
Births reported include a girl to Church Sept. 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Fisher, a
Recent births reported at Murboy to Mr. and Mrs. James Helm ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wil- and Mrs. Robert Fisher.
liam Ethridge, Aug. 27.
' Murray High School Tigers
A history of Sinking Spring beat Trigg County 19 to 0 in a
Baptist Church, prepared by football game playing during rain
Crawford McNeely, Mrs. Jim at Cadiz.
Cannerita Talent has returned
Kuykendall and Mrs. Eugene
to her home in St. Clair Shores,
Jones, is published.
Mich., after spending the summer
Thirty years ago
with her mother. Madelle Talent.
Jamie Kelso was junior win-

DEAR AMANDA: It's one of
DEAR ABBY: Many years ago, I
read something in your column that my favorite letters, too. Thank
affected me so profoundly, I never you for requesting it. Here it is:
forgot it.
DEAR ABBY: The letter conIt was the article you ran about a cerning the minister who, on receivyoung boy who was enraged after ing a pair of leather gloves for serreceiving a Bible instead of a car he vices rendered, was disappointed —
expected on the occasion of his high + until he discovered a $10 bill stuffed
school graduation. It illustrated the into each finger, reminded me'of
consequences of holding a grudge this story:
like nothing I had seen cr heard
A young man from a wealthy
before.
family was about to graduate from
Abby, please run that letter high school. It was the custom in
again for.all of us who have ever let that affluent neighborhood for the
greed get the best of us.
parents to give the graduate an
AMANDA B. WARREN
automobile. "Bill" and his father

had spent months looking at cars.
and the week before graduation
they found the perfect car. Bill was
certain that the car would be his on
graduation night.
Imagine his disappointmerit_
when, on the eve of his graduation,
Bill's father handed him a giftwrapped Bible! Bill was so angry,
he threw the Bible down and
stormed out of the house. He and
his father never saw each other
,again. It was the news of his
father's death that brought Bill
home again.
As he sat one night, going

BLONDIE

By GARY LARSON
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through hs father's possessions
that he v3s to inherit, he came
across the Bible his father had
given him. He brushed away the
dust and opened it to find a
cashier's check, dated the day of his
graduation — in the exact amount
of the car they had chosen together.
BECKAH FINK,TEXAS

DEAR BECKAH: I hope Bill
read the Bible cover to cover,
for it contained much he needed to learn: "A foolish son is a
grief to his father, and bitterness to her who bore him."
(Proverbs 17:25)

DEAR ABBY: Whatever happened to food handlers who had to.
wear hair nets years ago? It is disgusting how many times I pave
found hair in my food lately.
I wish there would be a new
national law to cover up all that
hair that is flying around.
LOUISE IN WICHITA, KAN.
DEAR LOUISE: I don't know
the law in Kansas — but that
regulation is alive and well in
California. If you are distressed
about hair in your food, you
should pick up the phone and
inform the county department
of health about where and
when it happened. I'm sure
they'll be glad to know — as
there aren't always enough
inspectors to go around.
P.S. In California, only the
workers who prepare the food
are required to have hair
"restraints." Food servers are
not required to wear hair
restraints(hair nets or hats that
keep the hair confined) unless
their duties include preparation of food. However, laws can
vary from state to state.

CALVIN and HOBBES
141ATCN It, .77

Joyce Dean Farris wilkinson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
Farris, has been named Mrs.
Michigan and will compete in
National Mrs. America Contest at
Asbury Park, NJ., on Sept. 7.
Almo Heights beat Salem in
baseball game of Twin States
League. Johnny (Re) Reagan
was pitcher for Almo Heights.

Dear Abby

Daily Comics

..,
-

• - Forty-years ego
The wind and rain that fell the
night of Sept. 1 is reported to
have done considerable damage
to tobacco in Calloway County.
James E. Buchanan, gunner's
mate seaman, United States
Navy, is serving' aboard landing
ship dock USS Fort Marion in
North Korean Combat Area.
Linda Jones, Rex Ramsey, Sue
Travis and Dortha Jackson are
officers of Brooks Chapel 4-H
Club.

—.,
•

Dr. Gott

-

am
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

CATHY
7A 25-‘4EAR-OLD 8RICE CAX.1'9 A 30-4EAR-OLD BRIDE WILL
EXPECT TO SPEND 415,000
WANT TO ADO A FEW MORE
ELEGANT TOUCHES.
ON HER WEDDING.

AFTER AfrE 35, Of COURSE, A
BRIDE HAS THE SOPHISTICATION AND MEANS TO POP
FOR THE FINEST Of EIIER4!
THING MONEk4 CAN

AFTER A6E
35, I

SHOULD BE
ABLE TO
CHARGE
ADMISSION!

DEAR DR. GOTT: My friend was
diagnosed as having sarcoidosis.
There seems to be little knowledge or
help according to her doctor. What
can you tell me about the disease? Is
it contagious?
DEAR READER: Sarcoidosis, a
disease of unknown cause, usually affects men and women between 20 and
40 and is most common among northern European and southern AfroAmericans.
Sarcoidosis is characterized by
granulomas,.tiny areas of low-grade
inflammation affecting any organ in
the body. The disease most often attacks lymph nodes, lungs, liver, eyes
Answer to Previous Puzzle
.and skin. Symptoms depend on what
organs are affected. In many cases,
000M OUU OEM the
disease is entirely "silent" and
M000
OMUO MOO
may be disCovered accidentally dur000000 00000 ing a routine chest X-ray. However,•in
MU000 some instances, the following sympUM000
toms may appear: cough and short000U BOO
0UU 013000 MOO ness of breath, swollen glands, rash,
inflammation, arthritis, weight
0121 eye and
M 0
0
nerve damage.
000 0I7tha121 00U lossThe
diagnosis is made by biopsy.
000 0000
Sarcoidosis is rarely fatal and is not
00MUO contagious. Therefore, treatmeni
00=0
000000 000U0111 (with cortisone) is not required unless
0000 000 M00 symptoms are severe or there is inof a major organ. For in00 0 UU0 ODD la volvement
stance, occular sareoidosis may lead
9-2 ® 1992 United Feature Syndicate

Crosswords
FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

IMP

GARFIELD
THIS IS tiAROLP
MELSNICK

HE 0SEG TO CALL
A LO5ERI

ME

11419 IS MEAT
THE PROM

LOVELY
PRESS "OUR
MOTHER 15
WEARINCr'

Three Wives4 Hurl
8 Warsaw
native
12 Period of
time
13 Dillseed
14 Mine
entrance
15 Brim
16 Pierce
18 — syrup
20 Dry
21 Asner ID
22 Dined
23 Fairy-tale
monster
27 Equality
29 — a la mode
30 Pry about
sneakingly
31 Running
32 Unexploded
shell
33 Existed

:

2

3

34 Roman 51
35 Alluring
woman
37 Novelty
38 Dry, as wine
39 Verve
40 Insane
41 Malden loved
by Zeus
42 Mr. Roberts
44 Cove
47 Satisfied
51 Ginger —
52 Irish Rose's
beau
53 Auction
54 Successor to
OSS
55 Fruit seeds
56 Part of
HOMES
57 Auricle

1 Ship's tiller
2 Solo
3 Spruce

"7
:

to blindness and heart inflammation

4 — measure
5 Individual
6 Lawmaking
body
7 Cubic meter
8 Forgives
9 Harem room
10 Illuminated
lallir

12
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mid
WM•hill
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PEANUTS
WHAT ARE THEY PLAYING
TWAY, MARCIE 7

ti THE YOUNG PERSON'S 6UIDE
TO THE ORCHESTRA' BY
BENJAMIN BRITTEN...

(ANY DO WE NEED

A 6UI0E TO Ti4E
ORCHESTRA IF THEY'RE
SITTING RIE4IT IN
FRONT OF US 1

WI
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Ill Id
iiuuuuu id
Mid
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ill
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11 Summer, in
Paris
17 Agave plant
19 Anderson ID
22 Succor
24 Proceed
25 Play part
26 Heroic event
27 Sit for
portrait
28 Dye plant
29 Play on
words
30 Mournful
32 Signifies
33 Small lump
38 Sun god
37 Stumble;
totter
38 Alleviation
,
of grief
40 Clergyman**
residence '
41 "— Living
Color"
43 Concerning
44 Eric —
45 Lamb's pen
Awn.
46 Rip
47 Tooth crown
46 Kimono sash
49 Insect egg
50 Mr. Wallach

to angina; these and other serious
manifestations should be treated.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 51 and have
a problem with my hands falling
asleep at night. Clenching and unclenching the fists will get circulation
going again, but most recently there
is residual pain in the joints of my fingers during and after this flexion exercise. My doctor seems quite unconcerned, but I'm afraid I may have a
serious problem.
DEAR READER: There are several possible explanations for your hand
problem.
First, you may be sleeping in a position that temporarily interrupts circulation to your hands,leading to paresthesias, the typical falling-asleep
sensation.
Second, you could have i pinched
nerve in your' neck. U, for.example,
there's a herniated disc,this structure

could be putting pressure on the
nerves to your hands, causing pain.
Thirteyou might have carpal tow
nel syndrome, comgruseks of the
nerves to your hand ceased by a cow
stricting band of tissue at the wrist,
often associated 'pith the performance of repetitive activities.
There are other pomihilittes,
:
coons,but these threeaphisto mist
'm need to Ise a sasologist.
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BUY ONE • Rfilunwfi
GET ONE FREE monminsin

It's The Total On The Tape That Counts!!.%4!
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Field Kentuckian
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BONELESS
HAM

Fresh
73% Lean
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GROUND
BEEF
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Any Size Pkg.

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

Lb.
Boneless

Ribeye Steak

Lb.

$4.99

Field

Bologna or Franks

Lb. Si*

Partin s

Lb.

Sausage

Lb.

Lb.

$1.59
.
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BUY ONE, GET ONE

4.5 Oz.

16 Oz.

16 Oz.,

160z.

Oscar Mayer
Lunchables

Oscar Mayer
Bacon

Oscar Mayer
Wieners

Oscar Mayer
Bologna

1111,1: 1

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
/

3 Lb. Bag
Fresh, Crisp

Red

Montrey

Apples

ts
Carro
16 Oz. Bag

hes
Radis
6 Oz.

s
Mush8room
Oz.

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE

Golden Delicious Tenn. New Crop

FREE! FREE! FREE! FREE!
IGA Lb. Box

Saltine
Crackers
IGA Who Kernel.
Cream Style
303 Can Yellow

Corn

GO
/89

Wiry Pay Monv
42 oz.

Shortening
Ponds 20 Lb. Bag
Field Master

Dog Food

ild SOER.9,00tNIS GRAPE JELLY ORANGE JUICE
!
$299
FREE! FREE. FREE!
$109

Green Giant Stems 8 Pieces
4 Oz. Can

l'et Ritz
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Kraft 32 Oz. Jar

Tropicana 64 ox.

BUY ONE, CET ONE

BUY ONE, GET ONE
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Nimbler 0ioe

POTATO CHIPS
BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE

PEPSI
L CTS
PRODU

79C

Pet Ritz 21 Ox.

FRUIT COBBLER
BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE.
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Prairie Farms 8 Oz.

ORANGE JUICE

SOUR CREAM

54 Oz. Carton

BUY ONE, GET ONE

FREE!

90

We reserve the right to
limit Quantities and correc
printing errors

HOMETOWN

EFFECTIVE DATE:
Sept. 2-8
ioug Chestnut St.
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